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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.0

1.1

Introduction

Project Overview

1.2

Project Objectives

Ethos Urban has been commissioned by
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council to
undertake a Neighbourhood Character
Study.

The objectives of the project are to:

The Mornington Peninsula is an area of special
and significant character. Its landscapes and
residential areas are distinct and highly valued
by the residents, holiday home owners and
visitors.

• Identify the valued elements of
neighbourhood character as well as
character areas within the Shire.

Its unique and special features need to be
documented, protected and enhanced through
this Neighbourhood Character Study (NCS).
The purpose of the project is to prepare a
Neighbourhood Character Study that reflects
the existing character and preferred future
character of Council and the community based
on an effective community consultation and
stakeholder engagement. The Study will provide
updated and refined preferred future character
statements and guidelines for development
for all residential areas of the Shire, as well
as recommend and develop planning scheme
controls and other implementation measures.

• Develop a methodology for identification and
evaluation of Neighbourhood Character in
the Shire.

• Develop the Mornington Peninsula
Neighbourhood Character Strategy and
Guidelines.
• Develop preferred character statements and
guidelines for all character areas in the Shire.
• Identify strategies and actions for
implementation of the Study and Guidelines.
• Provide certainty and clarity to the
community and stakeholders around what
constitutes neighbourhood character,
and what siting and design responses are
required.
• Conduct consultation with the community
and stakeholders.

It is noted that multiple structure plans for the
townships of Balnarring, Baxter and Somerville
and the Coastal Villages and Neighbourhoods
Strategy will be undertaken concurrently with
the Neighbourhood Character Study and will
likely be informed by the findings of the Study.
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1.3

Study Area

The Study Area for this project is effectively
all of the residentially zoned land within the
Mornington Peninsula Shire, including:
• Areas subject to the Heritage Overlay
• Land within neighbourhood centres that falls
under the Mixed Use Zone (MUZ).
• Areas of special or consistent character.
• Areas ‘in transition’ where substantial
change is occurring.
• Any other residential areas as determined by
the planning scheme or Mornington Peninsula
Housing and Settlement Strategy (2017).

LEGEND
Municipal Boundary
Urban Growth Boundary
Township Boundary
GRZ
LDRZ
Residential Area

Figure 1. NCS Study Area
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1.4

4

Project Progress

1

Inception

2

Background Research

3

Championing the Study:
Engagement Phase 1

4

Data Analysis and Survey

5

Draft Neighbourhood Character
Study and Guidelines

6

Public Consultation:
Engagement Phase 2

7

Final Neighbourhood Character
Study and Guidelines

1.5

Purpose of this report

The purpose of this report is to provide a
summary of the key feedback and insights
received throughout Phases 1 and 2 of
consultation.
This report is the final combined engagement
summary, which builds upon the Phase 1
summary report. The Phase 1 summary was
developed to inform the Draft Neighbourhood
Character Study. Following Phase 1, the Draft
NCS was developed, then exhibited for Phase 2
of consultation.
For Phase 1, a summary of activities is provided,
as well as a summary of findings relevant to
each of the townships. The report then provides
a summary of Phase 2 activities and outcomes,
as well as recommendations for changes to the
Draft NCS based on community feedback.
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1.6

Engagement Program

The community engagement program, including
the activities and materials, was designed
in collaboration with Mornington Peninsula
Shire Council. The first phase of engagement
was open to the community for feedback
from 7 January – 17 February 2019, however
submissions received after this date were also
accepted until 1 March 2019.
Phase 2 of engagement was conducted over
six weeks, from 27 May to 7 July 2019. The
purpose of this phase was to exhibit the draft
Neighbourhood Character Study, primarily
through a bespoke website which allowed the
public to learn about the project and complete
a questionnaire via the PolicyScape platform.
Additional submissions were accepted via inperson delivery to Council, and by post/email
until 17 July 2019.
Phase 1 and 2 community engagement activities
which solicited feedback are summarised in
Table 1.
The engagement collateral used throughout
Phases 1 and 2 to promote the project
included postcards, advertisements in local
newsletters and on Council’s website, social
media campaigns, poster displays, and flyers.
Examples of these can be found in Appendix A.
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Table 1 – Engagement Activities

Phase 1
ACTIVITY

PURPOSE

STAKEHOLDERS

TIMING

NOTES

COUNCIL
PROJECT
WEBPAGE

Provide background
project information, and
link to the survey

All

7 January 2019
- ongoing

Webpage launched through Council’s
Have your Say platform, 7 January.
Included contact details, survey link,
Listening Post details, alternative ways
to make a submission and relevant
documents.

PHASE 1
SURVEY

Key targeted
engagement method
to receive community
feedback.

-Mornington Peninsula
residents (perm/temp)
-Community Groups
-Frequent Planning
Scheme users

7 January - 17
February 2019

Hard copy handed out at
Listening Posts, online version available
on project webpage.

YOUTH
POSTCARD
ACTIVITY

Engagement activity
to target students and
children.

Students and youth

7 January - 17
February 2019

Available at youth centres and libraries.

LISTENING
POSTS

Provided an opportunity
for the community to
learn about the project
and participate in
engagement activities.

All

2 February
2019
6 February
2019
9 February
2019

Held at Mount Eliza, Mornington,
Rosebud, Dromana, Blairgowrie, Rye
and Sorrento

INTERVIEWS

For people who
requested an interview,
this was organised by a
Council officer.

Mostly Community
Groups

13 and 14
February 2019

Held at the Mornington and Rosebud
Council Offices

SUBMISSIONS

Available for comments
that fell outside of the
project survey.

All, mostly community
groups

7 January - 17
February 2019

Sent in via email or mail directly to
Council.

This was the main engagement tool for
collecting feedback.

Included interactive engagement at the
Listening Posts.

Phase 2
ACTIVITY

PURPOSE

STAKEHOLDERS

TIMING

NOTES

COUNCIL
PROJECT
WEBPAGE

Provide background
project information, and
link to the survey

All

7 January 2019
- ongoing

Webpage continued from Phase 1, with
updated project infromation.

POLICYSCAPE
PLATFORM

Provide detailed
information
on proposed
neighbourhood
character areas and
boundaries

All

27 May 2019 ongoing

www.mpcharacter.com
Launched 27 May, also linked at
Council’s Have your Say website.

Key targeted
engagement method
to receive community
feedback.

-Mornington Peninsula
residents (perm/temp)
-Community Groups
-Frequent Planning
Scheme users

PHASE 2
SURVEY

Included mapping tool to view and
interpret character areas at a
property-specific level.
27 May - 7 July

Hard Copy handed out at
Drop-in sessions.
Online version available on PolicyScape
website.
This was the main engagement tool for
collecting feedback
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SUBMISSIONS

Available for
commentary in addition
to project survey, or for
those who did not wish
to use the Policy Scape
tool.

All, mostly community
groups

27 May - 17
July

Sent in via email or mail directly to
Council.

DROP-IN
SESSIONS

Provided an opportunity
for the community to
learn about the project
and participate in
engagement activities.

All

13 sessions,
held 12 - 29
June 2019

Dromana, Mount Eliza, Mornington,
Hastings, Crib Point, Rosebud, Rye,
Somers, Shoreham, Merricks Beach,
Sorrento, Red Hill, Flinders
Included interactive engagement at the
Sessions.
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2.0

PHASE 1
ENGAGEMENT
COMPONENTS

2.0 Phase 1 Engagement Components

2.1

Project Launch and
Webpage

For this phase of engagement, the website
included:
• A project summary and information
• A Survey link
• Details of the Listening Posts
• Associated project documents
• Opportunity to ask for an interview
The project webpage will run for the duration
of the project. The webpage also had a link to
the general public survey, which was the main
form of information collected in this round
of engagement. The webpage link was put on
posters, brochures, postcards and hard copy
surveys, many of which were handed out at the
Listening Posts or in the case of the posters,
placed at local noticeboards, libraries and within
Council.
The webpage will be updated throughout the
project, including an update on the survey
results, in order to complete the “feedback loop”.

2.2 Phase 1 Survey

The survey was available online for the duration
of the Phase 1 consultation period online and in
hard copy at the Listening Posts.
There were three surveys made, targeted to
different stakeholders within the community.

2.2.1

General Public Survey

The main form of survey was for the general
public, and contained a range of question types,
including multiple choice and open responses
such as:
• Participant details (name, email, phone
number, project updates registry)
• Type of resident (permanent, temporary,
worker, visitor, trader)
• In which town do you live in?
• Household type
• In which town do you work/trade/visit?
• Age category
• How long have you been visiting, working or
living in your area?
• What makes your area/street look unique to
other areas within the Mornington Peninsula?
• What do you like about the look/character
of your town (landscape, vegetation,
streetscape, buildings)?
• What do you dislike about the look/character
of your town (landscape, vegetation,
streetscape, buildings)?
• List three housing/development projects that
have been successful and why?
• List three housing/development projects that
have been unsuccessful and why?
• Additional Comments

8
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2.2.2 Community Group Survey
The community group survey was emailed
directly to community groups the week of 14
January 2019, with targeted questions that
sought the opinion of these groups. There are
many active and passionate community groups
within the Mornington Peninsula, and it was
therefore important to consult this part of the
community separately.
The surveys were emailed to the main
representative from each community group
known to Council within the project’s study area.
The survey questions included:
• Participant details (name, email, phone
number, project updates registry)
• Community group name and role
• Purpose of the group
• Group perspectives on what makes your
area/street look unique to other areas within
the Mornington Peninsula?
• Group perspectives on what they like about
the look/character of your town (landscape,
vegetation, streetscape, buildings)?
• Group perspectives on what they dislike
about the look/character of your town
(landscape, vegetation, streetscape,
buildings)?
• List three housing/development projects that
have been successful and why?

2.2.3 Regular Mornington Peninsula
Planning Scheme Users
The regular planning scheme users survey was
emailed to a list of frequent planning permit
applicants, consisting mostly of planning,
development, architecture and surveying
consultancies. These were emailed the week
of 14 January 2019, and were given a targeted
survey in order to get the opinions of people
who don’t necessarily live within the Mornington
Peninsula, but may be more familiar with the
Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme.
The survey questions included:
• Participant details (name, email, phone
number, project updates registry)
• Business details
• List three housing/development projects that
have been successful and why?
• List three housing/development projects that
have been unsuccessful and why?
• What are some insights or challenges
related to neighbourhood character that you
commonly face with mornington peninsula
clients’ needs and aspirations?
• Ranking the importance of specific design
elements and how should they be managed in
the future?
• Additional comments.

• List three housing/development projects that
have been unsuccessful and why?
• Ranking the importance of specific design
elements within their community and how
should they be managed in the future?
• Additional Comments

Mornington Peninsula NCS Consultation Summary
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2.3 Youth Postcard
Activity

2.4 Listening Posts

The Youth Postcard Activity was targeted
towards the students and children who live
within the Mornington Peninsula. This aimed
to broaden the demographic that the typical
project surveys reach, and to encourage the
youth of the Peninsula to have their say.

Eight (8) Listening Posts were held during Phase
1 throughout the Mornington Peninsula. There
were seven (7) originally advertised, however an
additional post was added in Mornington after
the consultation collateral was distributed. The
locations were as follows:

The engagement activity was in the form of a
postcard, that was addressed to the Mayor.
Children were encouraged to tell the Mayor
what they like most about the street and
neighbourhood that they live in.
They were also asked to fill in their name, age,
suburb and school.
These postcards were made available at Youth
Centres and Local Libraries, and could be
handed in at these locations or Council Offices
for the duration of the engagement period.

Table 2 – Listening Posts
LOCATION
Village Green Park,
Mount Eliza (moved
to outside the 1001
Nights Restaurant
nearby due to an
event)
Outside Australia
Post, Mornington

DATE

10am - 12pm

2 February 2019

Outside NAB,
Dromana

Rosebud Beach SC
signpost (moved to
Chemist Warehouse
due to lack of foot
traffic)

TIME

2pm - 4pm

10am - 12pm

2pm - 4pm
6 February 2019

Outside Australia
Post, Mornington

10am - 12pm

Clocktower on Napier
Street, Rye

9am - 11am

Outside IGA X-press,
Blairgowrie

12pm - 2pm

Outside the
Sorrento Beachside
Information Centre,
Sorrento

9 February 2019

3pm - 5pm

It is noted that the Western Port towns
had already been consulted on residential
neighbourhood character during the first Phase
of consultation as part of the Coastal Villages
and Neighbourhood Strategy, but residents
were still welcome to complete the online survey.
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2.5 Interviews

2.6 Submissions

The option of an interview was offered to
all members of the Mornington Peninsula
community.

There were a total of 15 submissions that
were sent in for the duration of the Phase 1
consultation period (excluding submissions that
were surveys).

The interviews were held in the format of two
workshops, with Council planners, consultant
planners and Councillors present.

There were available to the community, with
many getting the email and postage address
from consultation collateral or newspaper
adverts.

Table 3 – Interview details

Interviewers

Interviewees

Details

Interview 1

Interview 2

•

David Gill - Mayor Cr David Gill

•

Martin Chin (MPS)

•

Rosa Zouzoulas (MPS)

•

Chad Griffiths (Ethos Urban)

•

Martin Chin (MPS)

•

Chad Griffiths (Ethos Urban)

•

Ian Morrison (Mornington Peninsula
Ratepayers and Residents Association
Inc.)

•

Mechelle Cheers (Rye Community Group
Alliance)

•

Leigh Eustace (Ranelagh Residents
Association)

•

Ray Herbert (Southern Peninsula Probus
Club)

•

Peter Avery (Peninsula Speaks)

•

Judy Walsh (Friends of Collins Settlement)

•

Alan Nelsen (McCrae Action Group)

•

Christine Granger (Nepean Ratepayers
Association)

•

Hilary Jones (Mount Eliza Woodland
Residents Association)

•

Rosanne Pittard (Merricks Beach Residents
Association)

•

David Robinson (Mount Eliza 55 Plus
Club)

•

Katherine Clarke (Merricks Beach Residents
Association)

Mornington, 13 Feb 2019, 10am-12pm

Mornington Peninsula NCS Consultation Summary

Rosebud, 14 Feb 2019, 10am-12pm
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3.0

PHASE 1
DETAILED
ANALYSIS OF
FEEDBACK

3.0 Phase 1 Detailed Analysis of Feedback

3.1

Summary of
Consultation
SURVEYS

1500

individual pieces
of feedback
collected

142

15

General
Public
surveys

youth
surveys

35

Community
Group
surveys

45

Regular PS
User
surveys

SUBMISSIONS

5

Submissions from
Community
Groups

15

Submissions

10

Submissions from
individuals

INTERVIEWS

-Mornington Peninsula Ratepayers and
Residents Association
-Ranelagh Residents Association
-Peninsula Speaks
-McCrae Action Group
-Mount Eliza Woodland Residents
Association
-Mount Eliza 55 Plus Club

Mornington Peninsula NCS Consultation Summary

2

iNTERVIEWS

-Rye Community Group Alliance
-Southern Peninsula Probus Club
-Friends of Collins Settlement
-Nepean Ratepayers Association
-Merricks Beach Residents Association
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3.2 General Public Survey
Participant Profile
There were a total of 142 survey responses
from the general public. The most responses
were from Mount Eliza, Mornington, St Andrews
Beach and Sorrento, with no data from
Tootgarook or Arthurs Seat.

Figure 2. Survey Participant Map

The majority of participants were aged
between 36-75 years of age, and are almost all
permanent residents (89%).

1%

50

1%

45

9%

40
35

Resident
(Permanent)

30

20

Resident
(Temporary)

15

Visitor

25

10
5

89%

0
18-35

36-60

Figure 3. Survey Age Groups

14

61-75

Worker

75+
Figure 4. Survey Resident Type
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Local Character
When survey participants were asked what
they thought made their area/street look
different or unique to other areas within the
Mornington Peninsula, respondents identified
many similar traits, indicating that participants
generally value similar characteristics in each
area of the municipality. This represents
that participants have similar values in their
respective neighbourhoods. Common answers
were themed under:
• Native vegetation (84 responses)
• Rural and coastal character (60 responses)
• Large housing blocks (28 responses)
• Unmade roads (23 responses)
These response were similar to those received
to the question about what people like about
their area, indicating that respondents believe
their area is unique and special in a local and
metropolitan context. This shows that residents
like the features of their neighbourhoods that
they also think makes them unique to other
areas in the Mornington Peninsula, and to a
wider extent, Metropolitan Melbourne (Refer to
Figure 5).
When asked what they dislike about the areas
they live in, many responses were concerned
new development and change that negatively
impact on the characteristics liked and
preferred by respondents. This is shown in
Figures 5 and 6 and can be seen in the following
responses:

LIKED

DISLIKED

Native Vegetation

Removal of native
vegetation

Rural/coastal character

Inappropriate development/
design
Unsympathetic design

Unique streetscape/
landscape
Unmade roads
No footpaths

Poor maintenance
Poor accessibility

Minimal fencing

Tall, solid fencing

Mornington Peninsula NCS Consultation Summary

Environment friend ly

1
1
2
3
3
6
8
8
8

High quality housing
Des ign/Architecture
Less traffic
Minimal fencing
Unmade roads
Friend ly community
Less populated
No footpaths
Ambience/amenity

14
16
16

Low rise buildings
La rge housing b locks
Unique s treetscape/landscap e

25

Native vegetation

61

Rural/coastal character

92
0

20

40

60

80

100

Figure 5. Survey - Liked characteristics

la ck of safety/security

1

Poor council functioning

1

empty blocks/shops

2

Illeg al encroachments

2

Tall, solid fencing

8

Pooor acces sibility

8

Poor maintenance

18

La ck of amenities

21

Increased traffic/parking…

23

Unsympathetic design

35

Removal of native vegeta tion

48

Inappropriate development/design

61
0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Figure 6. Survey - Disliked characteristics
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Successful and Unsuccessful
Developments
Participants from all three survey types were
asked to give examples of recent successful
and unsuccessful developments, and to provide
reasons for the identification of each example.
For the full list of developments nominated refer
to Appendix C.
The reasoning behind the community deeming
a development as successful or unsuccessful
also relates to their view of their neighbourhood
character, as well as the overarching character
of the Mornington Peninsula as a whole.
The perceived success of a development
was determined by the extent to which it
complimented the existing local character,
whether it was a unique design or retained the
native vegetation.
Unsuccessful developments were determined by
inappropriate design (relating to neighbourhood
character), excessive removal of vegetation and
breaking Council regulations.

Environmentally friendly design

High ugly fences

4

Low rise buildings

7

Rural/coastal character

8

Retains native vegetation

Fits with local character

36
10

20

30

40

Figure 7. Survey - Successful Development characteristics
(General Public only)

16

11

Increased traffic/on-street parking

11
13

Removal of native vegetation

16

0

Breaking council regulations

Non-sympathetic to coastal character

11

Unique design/architecture

3

23

Inappropriate development/design

58
0

10

20

30

40

50

Figure 8. Survey - Unsuccessful Development characteristics
(General Public only)
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60

70

3.3 Community Group
Survey
• 35 participants from community groups ,
with multiple submissions from some groups.
• Community groups that participated include:
-- Hastings Senior Citizens club
-- Crib Point Action Group
-- Fisherman’s Beach Friends Group
-- Merricks Beach Residents’ Association
-- Shoreham Community Association
-- Rye and Peninsula Greek Women’s Group
-- Dromana bay Probus
-- Hastings-Western Port
Historical Society Inc.
-- Mornington Peninsula Landcare Network
-- Shoreham Community Association
-- Nepean Historical Society
-- Rye Ladies Probus
-- MEA, Beleura Cliff Path friends group
-- Sorrento Foreshore Advisory Group
-- Dromana Bay Life Saving Club
-- Rye Men’s Probus Club
-- Balnarring Beach Community Association
-- Combined Mornington Probus Club
-- Red Hill Community Association
-- Combined Mornington Probus Club Inc.
-- PROBUS Combined Mornington
-- Combined Mornington Probus
Club - Secretary
-- Tanti Creek Friends (Tanti
Creek, Mornington)
-- University of Third Age, Mornington
-- Volunteer with Tanti creek, Mills
beach and Cliff walk friends groups
-- CWA Mornington Branch
-- Mornington Peninsula Regional
Gallery And National Seniors

• Like the look of:
-- Rural/coastal character
-- Unique streetscapes
-- Native vegetation
• Dislike the look of:
-- Inappropriate developments
-- traffic congestion/lack of parking
• Removal of native vegetation
• What makes a successful new development?
-- Fits with local character
-- Better access/amenities
• What makes for an unsuccessful new
development?
-- Inappropriate development/design
-- Increasing traffic/parking congestion
• Design elements that were found to be the
most important to be kept in the future (in
order of importance):
1. Building Heights (mandate, protect)
2. Front and side setbacks (encourage,
retain)
3. Street trees (encourage, protect, replace)
4. Private landscaping (encourage,
adequate)
5. Building materials (encourage, mandate)

-- Flinders Community Association

Mornington Peninsula NCS Consultation Summary
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3.4 Frequent MPPS Users
Survey
• 45 responses from frequent users of the
Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme
(MPPS), which included the following:
-- Foresite Planning & Bushfire Consultants
-- FS Town Planning
-- Space and Light Design Co.
-- S. Smith Builders Pty. Ltd
-- Danckert Real Estate
-- R L Watts Design Pty Ltd
-- Flynn & Co Real Estate
-- D.W Pratt Builders
-- Mount Eliza 55 Plus Club
-- Western Port Building Design
-- DJE Building Design & Drafting P/L
-- Stephen Akehurst & Associates
-- Rod Hannah and Associates Pty Ltd
-- DJE Design & Drafting P/L
-- CLW Design & Drafting
-- Moorhouse Builders
-- d3 building design
-- All About Design & Drafting
-- Kiril Architects
-- G.J. Gardner Homes Mornington Peninsula
-- MJ Doyle Design
-- Moodys Motel
-- Philip Harvey and Associates
-- Hoban-Hynes Pty. Ltd.
-- TKUDA PTY LTD
-- Daas Group
-- Planned Living Architects
-- Coastal Surveys
-- Katie Rees Design
-- Jen Designs Pty Ltd
-- Seamus Walsh design
-- Jane Burke Bush Restoration
-- Planned Living Architects
-- Mike Salpitro drafting & building design

18

------

Peligo Pty Ltd
RR-ID
The Bal Report Co.
HKG Building Design
Urban Solutions

-- BD Building Design
• Like the look of:
-- Rural/coastal character
-- Modern design and architecture
-- Ambience/amenities
• Dislike the look of:
-- Inappropriate developments
-- High rise buildings
-- Traffic congestion/lack of parking
• What makes a successful new development?
-- Fits with local character
-- Unique design/architecture
-- Mixed use development
-- Earthy building materials
• What makes for an unsuccessful new
development?
-- Inappropriate development/design
-- Poor accessibility
• Design elements that were found to be the
most important to be kept in the future (in
order of importance):
1. Front setbacks (retain, encourage)
2. Side setbacks (retain, encourage)
3. Street Trees (encourage, retain, protect)
4. Private landscaping (Encourage, protect,
retain)
5. Building heights (retain, enforce)
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3.5 Youth Survey

Table 4 – Youth Survey

Method of Engagement

Participants

Youth Surveys (Additional
Submissions)

15 (+3)

There were 15 youth surveys submitted, and 3
additional submissions sent in separately to the
youth postcards.
The survey participants were aged from 8 to 13
years, and were scattered throughout the study
area.

Aspirations for their neighbourhoods largely
consist of more parks, skate parks and less
littering. There were also concerns about
protecting the native wildlife in the area and too
much tree removal.
This activity was also successful in making
the younger demographic of the Mornington
Peninsula more aware of what they currently
like, and what they would like to see more of
within their neighbourhoods.
For full survey responses refer to Appendix B.

From these surveys, it can be determined that
the youth of the Mornington Peninsula strongly
value the natural environment, and like that
amenities are so close to their houses. Many
answers stem from a feeling of safety in their
streets and liking the bush character.
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3.6 Listening Post
Activities
Posters were made available at the Listening
Posts to engage with participants, and
aimed to get the conversation started about
neighbourhood character within the community
(Refer to Figure 9).
The posters asked:
• What do you like about the look of your
neighbourhood/street?
• What do you dislike about the look of your
neighbourhood/street?
• What do you think is unique about the look of
your neighbourhood/street?
It is noted that two of these questions were
displayed at every Listening Post.
Figure 9. Listening Post posters
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Table 5 – Listening Post poster 1
What do you like about the look of your neighbourhood/street?

What do you like about the look of your neighbourhood/street?

Blairgowrie

Mornington

I like dirt streets, low rise housing, maintained
green spaces. Why is the tip so expensive?
3 storeys max

Quietness of the dirt roads, removed from
suburbia. Love the trees.

Low rise housing, unmade roads, quiet streets,
unspoilt beaches - no dog poo! Green waste
disposal should be cheap

Love variation in shop fronts - village feel

Love the trees / bush feel
Dromana

Clean

The lifestyle
Mount
Martha

Developing nicely
Lovely
Paradise

Mixed use neighbourhood
Great streetscaping

Limited fencing

Single storeys

Nice gardens, cafés

More trees

Single storeys

No front fence

Bushland Character and feel of the area

Dog parks

Network of bike lanes

Flora and fauna

Mix of new and old styles
Country feel
Rye

Wildlife, no power lines
Don't like large units and apartments that
could've been houses

Not city-like -landscaping, mix of buildings
More country-like

Dunham St Rye - Mix of permanent residents
and holiday homeowners - neighbours look out
for each other (bringing bins etc.) holiday feel in
street (no footpaths) love it!

Village aspect, trees, relaxing atmosphere
I love the trees, atmosphere of the village
Tree lined streets, lack of footpaths

Love the 'holiday' feel - don't want to lose
character - cap the number of McMansions and
townhouse developments

Lots of trees

New pool

Bush, tree lines streets, open gardens, low
number of high fences

Lack of multilevel development
Mix is ok, should be aesthetic, attractive. 2
storeys

I love the friendly vibe and the integration of
nature with the local shops and buildings
Mornington

Vegetation

Bushy, birdlife

2-3 storey heights

Bushland character and lots of native
vegetation/ trees as well as exotic

Parklands, walking paths, narrow streets

Street trees

Tidy private gardens

Mt Eliza

Birdrock steps and ramp

The beach and walking paths
Rosebud

Beach
McCrae

Plenty of trees

Beach houses

Fire management and clearing

Trees

Low rise buildings
Leave the unsealed roads as they are
Walking paths along the foreshore

Safe roads for bike and cars
Sorrento

I like 1 storey in main street, don't like too many
apartments built in main street.

The look and feel of Main Street
Village appearance of Main Street
Lots of people around, sense of community
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Table 6 – Listening Post poster 2

What do you dislike about the look of your
neighbourhood/street?

What do you dislike about the look of your
neighbourhood/street?

Dromana

Mornington

Lack of footpaths
More nature strip trees

Independent local business (small tenancies)

Too much parking on nature strips

Lack of walking paths between

Road safety - blind spots on Whitehill Road

Needs more places to stop and rest on street

More fencing needed for kids and dogs

Don't like high rise in and around main street keep it as a seaside town not a concrete city

Too many units/apartments
More footpaths

Ned speed humps on Somerset Drive near the
gap before GS.

Noise pollution from roads

No bike paths. Roads are too small/wide.

Need bike paths

Not enough trees in Nelson Street

Boxy units - look like offices

Tanti Creek, Shelbourne Court

Too busy during holiday

Low rise building infrastructure

Not enough buses
Need more pedestrian crossings
Old fibrous sheeting houses

Leave the unsealed roads as they are!
Mt Eliza

Visual bulk

Old Mornington needs fixing

Materiality - character that matches the
landscape/vegetation

Danger for cyclists! Esplanade needs widening
for a cycle land or boardwalk

Not enough parking

Too many sealed footpaths becoming too
suburban

Safety an issue
Narrow streets, lots of units, no space for
trees, more trees by the beach
Mornington

A lot of graffiti appearing, i.e. Howard Park
reserve. Takes too long to remove graffiti on
Nepean Hwy/Canadian bay corner has been
there for years

No footpaths in Beatty Pde
No highrise around Main St. Keep Main St
a beach side town, the removal of the clock
tower…keep the quaintness look

Cars, roads, parking, city like environment.
Needs more walkability
Ugly footpath repair outside TAB Mt Eliza
Drive Ranelagh. Uneven possible trip hazard
as a result of work by SE water 4-6 weeks ago.
Needs to be replaced.

Not enough bike lands. Preserve open space
and natural areas NOT just development
Car parking associated with increased
residential densities

Appalling tree pruning on streets by council Mt
Eliza.

Need more footpaths. Love the feel of the
village. Stop any development of the old
Business school estate

Inappropriate parking in residential areas
(Dalston St - supermarket parking)

Ugly Council trees in suburban streets

Lack of footpaths around Mt Eliza (Archron Mt Eliza Village - tough with small kids, bikes,
prams

Too many apartments
Concrete wall at pillars is disgusting

Lack of footpaths

Housing developing - multi storey, need to by
sympathetic to village atmosphere
Landscaping and vegetation with new
development

Lack of footpaths
Lack of sealed esplanade between Mt Martha
and Mornington - for bikes

Overdevelopment

McCrae

Equitable access and infrastructure (shade
trees main street) benches to sit along streets

Graffiti
Mt Martha

No playground from Solomans Tree in the
whole state - otherwise perfect
Terrible street tree pruning, over-development
in Safety Beach
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Table 7 – Listening Post poster 3

What do you dislike about the look of your
neighbourhood/street?

What do you think is unique about the look of
your neighbourhood/street?

Rosebud

Blairgowrie

Not enough signage on paths
No footpaths, old run-down homes
No more money into Sorrento and Mornington
Not enough footpaths

Rye

No specific bike paths. Not just bikes on roads

Building materials- cheap building,
bulky, loss of vegetation.
St Andrews Beach

Protection of local flora and fauna
Less chemicals - supporting farmers
and producers who are biodynamic and
organic. We need more $$ support and
to encourage them

No footpaths
Sorrento

De-weed foreshore. Decent-sustainable
building design, plant greenery/trees/
streetscapes

Don't like the Council monitoring of new builds/
rebuilds. Build on boundary lines - footprint of
house same as land. Disappointing.

Sustainable building practices, inspired
buildings, Earth Buildings, renewable
energy, ex. Wind power - solar power
Enhancement of natural environment
Responsible rubbish removal with all
developments
Recycle - reuse - compost systems in
home
Tapestry of subdivision and lot sizes
- larger lots assist with borrowed
landscape for smaller lots
Viewlines to and from the ridgeline
Portsea

Leave as is please

Rye

That it is not over developed!
Otherwise we will ruin the ambience
Our infrastructure doesn't support
overdevelopment, it's out of town,
proximity to such beautiful areas - used
to be a lot of empty lots, now barely any
Rye to CS bike track - poor relative to
Rosebud/CS needs attention please

Sorrento
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Façades of old buildings, loss of the
hardware store, too much development
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3.7 Listening Posts
There were a range of Listening Posts held
throughout the towns across the project study
area.
Seven of the eight held were advertised, with an
additional Listening Post added in Mornington
after the consultation collateral had been
distributed.
All were relatively successful, however were very
weather dependent, with some having less foot
traffic due to either oppressive heat or rainfall.
It is noted that these were open to all residents
within the study area, and not restricted to the
town that the Listening Post was located in,
however, many participants were local.
It is also noted that all Listening Posts were
located along the Port Phillip Bay side of the
peninsula, as the neighbourhood character
responses from the Coastal Villages and
Neighbourhoods project will be used for the
Western Port townships.

2 February 2019
Mount Eliza
The Listening Post was moved from the
Village Green Park, to the front of a cafe on
the corner of Canadian Bay Road and Mt Eliza
Way as there was a music event being set
up in the advertised location. Workers at the
event redirected people to our site, and the
new location proved to be a success with high
amounts of foot traffic passing by.
Mount Eliza was relatively successful, with many
of the locals showing a significant amount of
interest in the project. The listening post was
consistently busy all morning while the weather
was cool and locals were out at breakfast or a
walk.
The posters were popular with Mount Eliza
locals, as this activity enabled interaction with
a wide range of age groups as children and
families were able to put ideas on the board.
Recurring themes at this post were tree
coverage and the lack of footpaths in residential
areas. There was some debate about whether
there should be more or less footpaths as many
residents said that they required more for lessabled people, students and elderly residents to
safely move around.
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Mornington

6 February 2019

The second consultation post was held in Main
Street, Mornington between the Post office and
Westpac Bank.

Dromana

It is noted that this consultation post was
consistently busy for the first hour although it
slowed down after 3pm when the temperature
exceeded 35 degrees. The posters were, once
again, a popular engagement tool, although
residents were more reluctant to engage
with hard copy surveys at this post as it was
very hot, and they wanted to escape the heat.
The postcards were a more effective tool at
this post as they allowed people to provide
information at a later (cooler) time.
Similar to the Mount Eliza listening post, nearly
all participants at this listening post were from
Mornington (with a few from Mount Martha).
The Mornington post ran until 4pm at which
point the centre was relatively quiet. The main
issues at this post were parking in residential
areas, retention of low density housing and
‘inappropriate development’.
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Dromana was relatively quiet for foot traffic,
with passing people not being permanent or
temporary residents, but mostly visitors. People
who did participate were all from Dromana.
The location was generally quiet, however most
of the main shopping strip was quiet and people
were deterred by the hot weather and strong
winds from the beach-front.
During a period with little foot traffic, two of
the project team went to the entrance of the
Woolworths shopping centre nearby, however
only one hard copy survey was filled in.
Common themes for people who participated
in the poster boards at the consultation were
safety, footpaths and fencing. There were
also many comments made about general
maintenance of streetscapes in both verges and
private gardens.
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Rosebud

9 February 2019

Rosebud had relatively more foot traffic.
However the advertised location was deemed
not suitable and the set up was moved over
towards the cafés next to the Woolworths
car park instead as this had more pedestrian
activity.

Rye

Almost all of the participants were from
Rosebud, and were willing to stop and chat
about various issues, both project and nonproject related. In the case they were not
project related, they were given a general
feedback form which will be passed onto
Council.
Comments here also mostly related to the
footpaths (or lack of) in the area.
Some school kids also had their say, as many
were walking home from the nearby school after
3:30pm. Most of the foot traffic waned after
this as the weather grew increasingly hot and
windy.
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The Listening Post was set-up in two different
locations. The first location was very exposed to
weather. For the first hour and half the weather
became progressively worse, with strong gusts
of wind and heavy rain. A decision was made to
shift the stall to under the awning of the nearby
café (about 10 metres away).
Because of the weather pedestrian traffic was
extremely low. Another issue with the Listening
Post was the consistently high volume of
traffic on Point Nepean Road which was very
noisy, made it difficult to hear and reduced the
attractiveness of the area to congregate.
Nobody attended the stall between 8.50am
and approximately 10.15pm when the stall was
relocated due to worsening weather conditions.
Concerns related to over-development of lots
and that the infrastructure in Rye can’t support
this over-development. Loss of vegetation, and
the preservation of views to and from the sanddune ridge that runs along sections of Rye. The
loss of older houses was also a concern.
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Blairgowrie

Sorrento

The Listening Post was conducted at the main
set of retail shops in Blairgowrie, on a service
road just off Point Nepean Road.

Listening Post was located on the corner of
Ocean Beach Road and George Street, in front
of the Commonwealth Bank (which was closed).
This location was highly visible, and in a high
traffic area. The main street of Sorrento (Ocean
Beach Road) was extremely busy, both in terms
of vehicles and pedestrians, and there was a
constant, high volume of people passing the
Listening Post.

Blairgowrie was busy, and there was a constant
stream of pedestrians throughout the listening
post. Project staff focused on handing out
postcards and engaging and discussing the
project with passers-by, including a member of
the local community group.
Of all the stalls that day, people at Blairgowrie
were the most engaging, with many participants
giving information on what they liked and
disliked about development in the local area.
Blairgowrie seemed to have the most locals of
Listening Posts held that day. This could have
been due to the location as many locals were
heading towards the IGA X-press.
Of those people who discussed the project,
their concerns related to over-development
and the increasing prominence of the built form
(anything above 3 storeys) in the local area,
such as new dwellings or ‘McMansions’ which
dominate sites. Clearance of vegetation was a
concern and storm water management.
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Three people focused on handing out and
intercepting people as they passed by. There
were many refusals as people ‘weren’t from
the local area’, however towards the end of the
Listening Post many locals engaged with the
Listening Post and had a strong interest in the
project.
People who discussed the project were
concerned about over-development, referencing
some multi-storey apartment buildings in the
main street that were not in keeping with the
colonial character of Sorrento.
Overall, people were very positive about the
project, although one person thought too much
character had already been lost.
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3.8 Interviews

Two combined interviews were undertaken
towards the end of the consultation period.
These were with different community and
interest groups that requested an interview
with Council and project staff. The below table
summarises the discussion at each interview.
Table 8 – Interview Summary

Interview 1
Attendees

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

David Gill - Mayor Cr David Gill
Rosa Zouzoulas - MPS
Martin Chin - MPS
Chad Griffiths - Ethos Urban
Ian Morrison - Mornington Peninsula Ratepayers and Residents Association Inc.
Leigh Eustace - Ranelagh Residents Association
Peter Avery - Peninsula Speaks
Alan Nelsen - McCrae Action Group
Hilary Jones - Mount Eliza Woodland Residents Association
David Robinson - Mount Eliza 55 Plus Club

Summary

•

Neighbourhood character a recurring theme in VCAT.

•

Neighbourhood character should be about low density and low rise, vegetation retention,
preserving shared viewlines, with these particularly significant to McCrae.

•

Laments vegetation loss despite garden area requirements.

•

Notes a good result from the two storey/8m height overlay introduced to McCrae.

•

McCrae residents objected to footpaths, only 20% want them, footpaths were objected to
because it isn’t with the village character and is too formalised.

•

More emphasis needed on pre-app stage.

•

Flinders village is a good example of retaining the village characteristics.

•

Laments vegetation loss.

•

Flinders also has conflict regarding the construction of footpaths.

•

Fencing issues - needs to be a balance between privacy and streetscape aesthetics.

•

Moonscaping, vanilla development and loss of vegetation needs to be fixed.

•

Vegetation is key to protecting neighbourhood character

•

Mount Eliza Way is a good example of street trees providing character

•

Retain the village atmosphere, no high rise in Mt Eliza or Mornington.

•

Threats from large developments in Mount Eliza

•

Issue with two storeys in Ranelagh, need to maintain Burley Griffins design.

•

Happy with outcomes of DDO18 that denotes bushland character, open fences, large blocks in
Mount Eliza Woodlands

•

Front fencing is a growing issue

•

Vegetation removal is also a growing problem

•

Street trees provide great value - need more.
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Interview 2
Attendees

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Martin Chin - MPS
Chad Griffiths - Ethos Urban
Mechelle Cheers - Rye Community Group Alliance
Ray Herbert - Southern Peninsula Probus Club
Judy Walsh - Friends of Collins Settlement
Christine Granger - Nepean Ratepayers Association
Rosanne Pittard - Merricks Beach Residents Association
Katherine Clarke - Merricks Beach Residents Association

Summary

•

Pressure of tourism is felt on streetscapes - loss of vegetation, boundary-to-boundary
development.

•

Tourism effects village feel of Blairgowrie, Rye, Sorrento and perhaps Portsea.

•

Point Nepean has a good semi-rural feel

•

Peninsula experiencing fast rates of change to housing

•

Issues concerning fencing and 2-lot subdivisions.

•

Vegetation on the southern end of the Peninsula needs stronger controls.

•

Native vegetation is a significant characteristic of the Southern Peninsula.

•

Laments loss of White Cliffs Hill’s natural landscape

•

Concerns regarding the vegetation removal exemptions due to the bushfire planning provisions
which has changed the streetscape.

•

Poor developments characterised by bulky design, poor colours and out of character.

•

Vegetation in Merricks Beach should dominate over built form

•

Unmade roads, no footpaths

•

Wire or no fencing - Permeable side fencing.

•

New buildings need to be sympathetic to older ones.

•

Heavy vegetation is in character and good for the climate.

•

Vegetation removal is an issue, and lost veg needs to be replaced

•

DDO2 is a good example regarding building heights, setbacks, colours, roofs, gardens

•

Conflict between viewlines and native trees
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3.9 Submissions

Table 9 – Submissions

Method of Engagement

Participants

Emailed/Written
Submissions

15 Submissions

There were 15 submissions in total, submitted
separately to the project surveys. These were
either emailed or written. A summary of the
submissions can be found in the table.
*Individual names have been removed to protect
the privacy of submitters.
Table 10 – Submissions Summary

No.

Residents
Group

Date

Area

Summary

1

No

16/01/19

All

Would like attractive neat street trees like Hawthorn, Brighton
or Toorak. Large trees aren’t currently being maintained and
destroy footpaths. Extra parking needs to be considered without
the time restrictions. Accessibility needs to be considered when
constructing footpaths for those with wheelchairs and walking
aides.

2

No

29/01/19

Blairgowrie

Would like regulation against high paling fences, in preference
for lower more transparent fencing to encourage the bushland
character.

3

No

31/01/19

St Andrews
Beach

A coastal village with an abundance of flora and fauna. Lots of
street trees and vegetation, and mostly no footpaths and roads
without gutters. Notes all long-term residents would like it to stay
this way and would like this character protected.

4

No

4/02/19

McCrae

New housing with dominant built form and high solid fencing
has detracted from the old character of McCrae. No new tree
plantings after recent tree removals.

5

McCrae
Action
Group

8/02/19

McCrae

The policy to protect the current character found in McCrae must
be strengthened, with future planning to seek the aim of promoting
“green neighbourhoods”. Residents dislike the intense wall-to-wall
development occurring along the Peninsula. New development
should have proper regard for the established streetscape and
development pattern and built form. Wishes to protect shared view
lines.

6

No

12/02/19

All

Would like Council to consider the implementation of the
Biodiversity Sensitive Urban Design (BSUD) across different
character areas of the Mornington Peninsula. This is with the
purpose that places experiencing urbanisation within the Peninsula
will have their biodiversity assets and values protected throughout
this occurring.

7

No

14/02/19

Mornington

Submits a question regarding the Belura Hill Characteristic and
Vegetation Overlay, and if this has been written into policy and
local planning laws. Over development, and oversized homes are
impacting the local character of the Belura Hill area, otherwise the
character people love will be lost forever.
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No.

Residents
Group

Date

Area

Summary

8

No

15/02/19

Mornington

St Macartan's an the associated car park should be protected
from development. The proposed retirement village and aged care
is not wanted by the people of Mornington on this site.

9

No

16/02/19

Mount
Martha

Refers to a recent VCAT case that involved inappropriate
development. Wishes for Councillors and Council planners to put
character preservation into practice, particularly in Mount Martha.

10

No

16/02/19

Mornington

New development is too dominant in built form, with excessive
removal of vegetation. Higher density developments need car
parking for visitors to avoid parking on the street. Subdivision is
restrictive to avoid dwellings on small lots, but many of these are
turned into medium density housing. More green space, trees and
vegetation policy and requirements are needed in the area.

11

Merricks
Beach
Residents
Association

17/02/19

Merricks
Beach

The MBRA note the importance of DDOs and other overlays in
governing change in the area, and that the unmade roads and
roadside vegetation are highly valued characteristics of the
Merricks area. The houses have an informal beach side character,
with lots of vegetation and little distinction between house
blocks. Housing is not dominant in form with minimal side and
front fencing. Some residents felt the design responses from the
2007/2008 NCS to be too restrictive.

12

Rye
Community
Group
Alliance

17/02/19

Rye

Rye is characterised by the areas prominence of native vegetation,
with remnant Moonah woodland along road reserves drainage
reserves, footpaths, residential blocks and vacant blocks. Houses
were mostly single-storey, and when there were double storey
dwellings the often have large garden areas. Recently this has
become less common in new development, with height and setback
becoming a big issues. Many Rye residents are not happy with the
"emerging character of the area, with large building footprints
and built form becoming more common. This leaves less room
for vegetation and garden areas, and what is left is often not
permeable landscaping.

13

Ranelagh
Resident's
Association

18/02/19

Mount Eliza

Streetscape is the most important characteristic in this area.
The RRA made a request for street trees as no replacement
plantings have been made in the past. (Appendix D) Ranelagh
Estate specifically is characterised by the native street trees and
large pocket-park sized traffic islands. Low density housing with
large gardens, allowing a mix of single and double storey dwellings
and limited fencing heights required to be 50% open. Recently
uncharacteristically large houses with a dominant built form and
high solid fencing have been permitted in the areas.

14

No

24/02/19

All

Notes excessive vegetation clearing as a major concern regarding
the changing character throughout the Mornington Peninsula.
Unmade local roads are highly valued by the locals as they
contribute the rural character of the area. These should be
maintained by Council for public safety and accessibility reasons.
Rural style fencing such as posts, rails and wire contribute the
neighbourhood character. Council should regulate fencing in certain
areas. Unpaved walking trails should be included for maintenance in
Council's footpath strategy. Large building footprints with no room
for gardens should not be allowed, and no more than two storeys.
Underground service should also be encouraged to allow for the
bushland character.

15

McCrae
Action
Group

1/03/19

McCrae

Further submission to the interview undertaken. Specifically about
the loss of vegetation within the area, and native trees due to
new developments not keeping in character with the existing and
preferred character. Mentions a specific planning application that
shows a loss of large gardens that are characteristic of the area,
which Council refused and is now being taken to VCAT.
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4.0

PHASE 2
ENGAGEMENT
COMPONENTS

4.0 Phase 2 Engagement Components

4.1

Council Project
Webpage

For this phase of engagement, Council’s website
included:
• A project summary and information

4.2 PolicyScape Website
and Survey
The mpcharacter.com website on the
PolicyScape platform was made live 27 May
2019.

• A link to the PolicyScape platform

The site includes the following components:

• Details of the Drop-in sessions

• Information about the project, including a
copy of the Draft Neighbourhood Character
Study

• Associated project documents, including the
Draft Neighbourhood Character Study
The project webpage has been live since Phase
1 of the project. For Phase 2, the site included a
link to the PolicyScape mapping tool and survey,
which was the main platfrom for gathering
feedback in this round of engagement.
Council’s Have Your Say webpage was viewed by
nearly 3,000 people over 6,700 times throughout
exhibition.
The webpage has been updated throughout
the project, including an update on the survey
results, in order to complete the “feedback loop”.

• Character and Typology Areas mapping tool
which allowed visitors to view character area
boundaries across the Shire
• Property search tool to identify which
character area was proposed for a specific
property address
• Survey form to provide feedback on the
Preferred Character Statement, Character
Area Boundary, and Design Guidelines
relevant to a specific address or character
precinct.
The hard copy version of the survey can be
found at Appendix E.
The PolicyScape website for the project was
linked at Council’s Have Your Say webpage.
The survey component of the website was
available for the duration of the Phase 2
consultation period online and in hard copy at
the Drop-in sessions.

Figure 10.PolicyScape website (mpcharacter.com)
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4.3 Drop-in Sessions
The PolicyScape survey targeted community
groups, regular Morning Planning Scheme users,
as well as the general public. In the PolicyScape
version of the survey, participants were
prompted to enter a property address or select
a character precinct before they were able to
complete the survey questions. Once a location
was selected, participants were provided with
the applicable Preferred Character Statement
and Design Guidelines.
Participants were asked to respond to the
following prompts/questions:
• Name and email or postal address
• Which township are you commenting on?
• Which Character Precinct are you
commenting on? (automatically identified
through the property address provided or
map selection)
• Rate the Preferred Character Statement/
Neighbourhood Character Boundary/Design
Guidelines from 1-5 (rating provided for each)
• If you do not support the Preferred
Character Statement/Neighbourhood
Character Boundary/Design Guidelines, why
not? (open response for each)
The hard-copy version of the survey was
identical to the PolicyScape version; parcipants
manually selected a Character Precinct from
a list of options, and/or a Township to provide
relevant feedback.
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A total of thirteen (13) Drop-in sessions were
held during Phase 2 at different locations across
the Shire. The sessions provided an opportunity
for community members and stakeholders to
engage in discussions with project leaders and
provide feedback on the Draft Neighbourhood
Character Study.

Table 11 – Session details
LOCATION

DATE

Dromana Community Hall

TIME

Wednesday, 12 June

1pm - 3pm

Saturday, 15 June

10am - 12pm

Wednesday, 19 June

1pm - 3pm

Friday, 21 June

1pm - 3pm

Hastings Shire Office

Saturday, 22 June

10am - 12pm

Rye Civic Hall

Saturday, 22 June

1:30pm - 3:30 pm

Crib Point Community
House

Saturday, 22 June

10am - 12pm

Sorrento Community
Centre

Wednesday, 26 June

10am - 12pm

Red Hill Mechanics Hall

Wednesday, 26 June

1:30pm - 3:30 pm

Shoreham Old School
Community Hall

Saturday, 29 June

1:30pm - 3:30 pm

RW Stone Pavilion,
Somers

Saturday, 29 June

10am - 12pm

Merricks Yacht Club

Saturday, 29 June

10am - 12pm

Flinders Civic Hall

Saturday, 29 June

1:30pm - 3:30 pm

Mount Eliza Community
Hall
Mornington Council
Chamber
Rosebud Memorial Hall
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4.4 Submissions

There was a total of 93 submissions that were
mailed, emailed, or dropped off at Council
offices during Phase 2 (excluding submissions
that were surveys).
Submissions were generally made by community
members or representative groups on their
behalf, or community groups. Often, the
feedback was provided in a submission format
because it did not conform to the prompts on
the PolicyScape survey form.

Mornington Peninsula NCS Consultation Summary
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5.0

PHASE 2
DETAILED
ANALYSIS OF
FEEDBACK

5.0 Phase 2 Detailed Analysis of Feedback

5.1

Summary of Consultation

SURVEYS

433

Survey
Responses

SUBMISSIONS

93

Submissions

DROP-IN SESSIONS

13

Drop-in
Sessions
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Dromana
Mount Eliza
Mornington
Rosebud
Hastings
Rye
Crib Point
Sorrento
Red Hill
Shoreham
Somers
Merricks Beach
Flinders
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5.2 Phase 2 Survey
The survey received a total of 433 responses through PolicyScape as well as hard copies of which
1 was outside the study area. Hardcopy surveys were entered into PolicyScape so that all surveyformatted feedback for Phase 2 was collated and could be collectively analysed.
Figure 11 depicts the spatial distribution of survey responses. Submissions were received from all
townships covered in the project’s study area except Arthurs Seat and Merricks. Figure 12 contains
a breakdown of the number of submissions for each Character area by Township.
A summary of feedback for each Character Area is provided below, with responses from the
project team.

Figure 11. Map of NCS Survey responses
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Figure 12. Number of submissions by character area and township

SUBURB

GR1

GR2

GR3

GR4

GC1

GC2

GC3

BR1

1

1

Arthurs Seat
Balnarring
Balnarring Beach

1

Baxter

1

Bittern

2
4

Blairgowrie
Cap Schanck
Capel Sound

24

10

Crib Point
Dromana

2
7

1

6

Flinders
Hastings

1

McCrae

3

Merricks
Merricks Beach
Mornington

32

Mount Eliza
Mount Martha

11
9

2

1

1

3

2

3

2

1
7

Point Leo
Portsea
Red Hill
Red Hill South
Rosebud

7

Rye

1

Safety Beach

13

5

1

6

4

18

1
7

1

Shoreham
Somers
Somerville

1

Sorrento
St Andrews
Beach
Tootgarook

1
1

2

Tyabb
TOTAL

2
49
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0

8

28

17

39

SUBURB

BR2

BR3

BC1

BC2

CC1

CC1

CC3

RS1

RS2

TOTAL

Arthurs Seat

0

Balnarring

2

Balnarring Beach

2

1

Baxter

1

Bittern

1

Blairgowrie
Cap Schanck

2

20

20

1

1

Capel Sound

34

Crib Point

3

Dromana

3

Flinders

3

19

3

8

5

Hastings
McCrae

1
6

19

10

Merricks

0

Merricks Beach

11

11

Mornington
Mount Eliza

9

1
22

4

Mount Martha

2

48

4
10

44

4

2

27

1

Point Leo

1

1

Portsea

9

9

Red Hill

6

6

Red Hill South

2

2

Rosebud

37

Rye

31

29

Safety Beach

8

Shoreham

5

4

Somers

21

7

1

28

Somerville

1

Sorrento
St Andrews Beach

1

1

24

4

13

18
3

Tyabb
28

40

3

23

Tootgarook

TOTAL

10

8

116

39

13

4

29

3

1

3

5

432
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Garden Residential 1 (GR1)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

There is general support for new development to provide
a sense of openness and space with retention of native
vegetation, but some respondents are concerned that
the relatively low or absent front fences could lead to
lower security and loss of privacy. Most respondents
want small scale developments; they also prefer
developments to be single storey.

•

Low and or nonexistent front fencing
is a key attribute
of the area and
contributes to the
character.

•

The zone and any
relevant overlay
controls height.

Recommend – Review
front fencing design
guideline
Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

One respondent believes the boundary should include
properties on the other side of South Road in Rosebud to
obtain consistency in the area of buildings and gardens.

•

This area is identified
as GR2 due to its
bushy garden setting.

No change required
Design Guidelines

Other feedback

There is general support for new development to
provide enough setbacks, separation between buildings
and landscaping, but some respondents feel areas in
proximity to a major activity centre should be allowed
to go higher than 2 storeys and cut back on landscaping
and vegetation. There is also a suggestion for the
guidelines to promote sustainable development.

•

The zone and any
relevant overlay
controls height.

There is concern that many existing developments
already do not conform to these guidelines.

No changes required.

Recommend – Review
inclusion of sustainable
development in Design
Guidelines

Garden Residential 2 (GR2)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Low to average support. Several respondents think
the statement is too broad and does not reflect the
existing built form in their area such as material type
and architectural style particularly in the southern part
of the Peninsula. Nonetheless, there is broad support
to promote low scale development and retention of
vegetation.

Recommend – Review
PCS to be more focused

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

Low to average support. (1) Barmah Street is very
different to Koetong Parade in Mount Eliza. (2) The
area south of the freeway is significantly different to
that on the northern side in Rosebud.

•

NC is identified based
on the key attributes
of areas. Individual
streets with slight
variations do not form
different character
areas.

•

Areas have key
characteristics
consistent with GR2

No changes required.
Mornington Peninsula NCS Consultation Summary
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Component

Feedback

Response

Design Guidelines

Generally low support. (1) 5m x 5m may be too small for
a large canopy tree. (2) Need to include the tree species
that should be planted as some may be inappropriate
due to size, roots, etc. (3) Does not reflect the
provisions in Precinct 3 of the proposed DDO26
Rosebud Activity Centre which has no minimum building
setback, site coverage and permeability requirements.

•

This is the typical area
used for the provision
of a canopy tree.

•

Inclusion of plant
species is too detailed
for the design
guidelines.

•

Exclude the area
encumbered by the
proposed DDO26 from
study area. Likewise
for the proposed
DDO27.

Other feedback

Lack of footpaths is an issue – not safe for children and
strollers especially in summer.

Outside of project scope.

Garden Residential 3(GR3)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

No response received.

n.a.

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

No response received.

n.a.

Design Guidelines

No response received.

n.a.

Other feedback

No response received.

n.a.

Garden Residential 4 (GR4)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Average support. Feedback highlights the concern
regarding excessive vegetation removal turning
the area into a concrete jungle, and more than two
buildings on a standard block in Rosebud.

Recommend - Can
highlight the tension
between the design
guidelines and the
vegetation removal due to
the bush fire exemptions
in the report.

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

Average to high support.

n.a.

Design Guidelines

One respondent is concerned about people using
boring, cheap building materials and too many old style
housing estates being built.

No change required.

Other feedback

None

n.a.
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Garden Court 1 (GC1)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

There is positive feedback on the statement’s
emphasis on greenery and openness, large canopy
trees and low scale dwellings. However, one
respondent would like the statement to include local
species large trees and plantings.

Recommend – review
PCS to reflect native/
indigenous vegetation

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

No relevant comment.

n.a.

Design Guidelines

There is concern that there are already too many
existing subdivisions that do not adhere to these
guidelines. One respondent argues that native trees
such as gum trees should be avoided near homes as
their roots can cause damage; they should be planted
in parks away from residential properties.

The Study does not
retrospectively control
existing development.

Other feedback

There is concern regarding noise and air quality in
Tyabb due to aircraft movements and activity around
Tyabb Airfield; would like to see them addressed in the
guidelines.

Outside of project scope.

Garden Court 2 (GC2)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Generally strong support with one feedback saying that
the more informal native vegetation is better.

No changes required.

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

Generally strong support. However, one respondent
feels the residential area between Hendersons Road
and Creswell Road, north of Frankston-Flinders Road in
Bittern, which is encumbered by DDO23, should be GC3
instead.

•

Design Guidelines

Generally strong support. There is feedback about
including guidance on the siting of 5G infrastructure
to avoid compromising an area’s character and ensure
operational safety.

Outside of project scope.

Other feedback

Crib Point residents do not support further industry
growth and AGL.

Outside of project scope.
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The key attributes
of this area are
consistent with GC2.

No changes required.
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Garden Court 3 (GC3)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Generally strong support with feedback expressing a
desire for no further developments and more planting
of vegetation around dwellings including trees.

Acknowledged.

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

Generally strong support. However, one respondent in
Balnarring wonders why it is not classed as BR1 since it
adjoins green wedge land.

Key attributes are in
keeping with GC3 –
interface with green
wedge land does not
define character area.

No changes required.

No changes required.
Design Guidelines

Other feedback

Mixed support. Some respondents commented on
existing developments that contradict the proposed
guidelines.

Acknowledged.

None

n.a.

No changes required.

Bush Residential (BR1)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Generally, very strong support with a clear preference
for the retention of vegetation, unmade roads and low
scale development.

Acknowledged.

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

Generally, very strong support. Nonetheless, some
respondents feel the CC3 area in Mount Martha
enclosed by the BR1 should also be included.

Recommend - Review CC3
area to the south of Mt
Martha.

Design Guidelines

Generally, every strong support. Nonetheless, there
is some concern that the 2m side setback might be
too large and may result in some owners building in
locations contrary to what’s intended. It’s suggested
that building size, colour and height be included.

2m side setback is
consistent with existing
character of the area.

No changes required.

Character area has
no consistent building
material or colour –
therefore this cannot be
reflected in the design
guidelines.
No changes required.

Other feedback
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There’s commentary about the need for footpaths as
roads are getting busier to improve safety for children
to catch school buses and mothers with prams.

Outside of project scope.
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Bush Residential 2 (BR2)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Support is quite high with most in favour of the
statement’s focus on maintaining native vegetation
and small scale development. However, there is some
concerns about the proposed absent or unobtrusive
front fencing particularly in areas of high traffic
volumes. Feedback relating to Mount Eliza indicates
limited areas have ‘steep’ topography – better to use
‘undulating’ or ‘varying’. Also, instead of ‘penetrate’,
better to use ‘in keeping with’ or ‘restricted to local tree
height’ or ‘built within the tree canopy confines’.

•

Recommend - Review
Front Fencing Design
Guidelines – in
particular lots fronting
a RDZ1.

•

Recommend - Review
language.

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

Support is quite high. One respondent suggested
extending the boundary to include an area in Frankston
South.

This is outside the study
area.

Design Guidelines

Support is quite high. Some would like the guidelines to
be mandatory while others have concerns about the
proposed front fencing height and type for privacy,
security and traffic noise reasons. Proposed side
setbacks may not be nearly enough to provide space for
native buffers.

•

Recommend Setbacks are
consistent with
existing character of
the area.

•

Front Fencing will
be reviewed, as
per comment for
Perferred Character
Statement response.

There is commentary regarding the absence of
biodiversity in the preferred character statement and
design guidelines.

Design Guidelines specify
the retention of existing
native trees, canopy
trees and understorey
vegetation.

Other feedback

No changes required.

Bush Residential 3 (BR3)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Support is quite high. However, more detailed
description on the types of vegetation is preferred, e.g.
tall indigenous Eucalyptus obliqua, tall messmates, etc.

Plant species are too
detailed for inclusion in
Preferred Character
Statements.
No change required.

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

Very high support.

Mornington Peninsula NCS Consultation Summary
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Component

Feedback

Response

Design Guidelines

While support is quite high, there is concern that that
the BMO and the need to provide a defendable space
would counteract the siting, setbacks, gardens and
landscaping guidelines. Front fences should also be
setback a minimum of 5m from the road edge with
the gap planted with indigenous mid-storey shrub and
canopy trees.

Recommend - Can
highlight the tension
between the design
guidelines and the
vegetation removal due to
the bush fire exemptions
in the report.

Other feedback

(1) There is concern that the BMO and 10/30 rule
would severely compromise the preferred character
statement. (2) The report needs to do more to
adequately describe the natural ecosystem in areas like
Red Hill South.

•

As above

•

Out of project scope
– report addresses
Neighbourhood
Character attributes

No changes required

Bush Coastal (BC1)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Feedback was generally positive with some
respondents preferring the statement to have greater
emphasis on native and indigenous vegetation. There
is some concern that the ‘generous front and side
setbacks’ contained in the statement contradicts the
1m and 2m requirements in the design guidelines.

•

Recommend – review
PCS to reflect native/
indigenous vegetation

•

Recommend - Review
language

(1) Exclude areas east of Dundas Street, Rye. (2) St
Andrews Beach should just be one character area, not
two. (3) St Andrews Beach is starkly different to front
area of Blairgowrie, should have different character
precincts.

•

Area is consistent with
BC1 attributes. No
change required

•

There are two distinct
character areas
within St Andrews
Beach – cannot be
amalgamated.

•

Recommend – review
CC3 area, potentially
change to BC2

•

BC1 precincts in St
Andrews Beach and
Blairgowrie share the
same key attributes.

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

No changes required.
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Component

Feedback

Response

Design Guidelines

(1) Debate regarding front fencing: yes, for privacy
and security; no, for bushy, natural, rural and open
feel. (2) 1m and 2m side setbacks not enough to
facilitate meaningful landscaping. (3) Landscape plans
requirement needs to be supplemented with a Council
approved list of tree species and native/indigenous
vegetation.

•

No or low, open
style front fencing
is a key attribute to
the neighbourhood
character of the area.

•

Recommend - review
setback guideline –
consider review of
‘medium to large
trees.’

•

Council to respond
directly.

Other feedback

Would like to see the guidelines mandatory and in the
planning scheme ASAP.

Once the design guidelines
are incorporated into the
planning scheme, planners
and developers and even
VCAT have to consider
them.

Bush Coastal 2 (BC2)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Very high support. There is a suggestion to use a ratio
of canopy trees to property size rather than a fixed
number. Otherwise, inadequate to maintain bush
environment on large lots.

Recommend – consider
provision of trees per
sqm.

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

There is a preference for it to be extended to McCulloch
Street in Dromana.

This area is consistent
with a Garden Residential
character area.
No changes required.

Design Guidelines

Very high support. Some respondents would like to see
more than one front canopy tree. Nonetheless, some
debate about fencing relating to privacy/security versus
rural feel.

•

See Preferred
Character Statement
response.

•

No, low open style
front fencing is a
key attribute to
the neighbourhood
character of the area.

No changes required.
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Component

Feedback

Response

Other feedback

(1) There is a suggestion that the report should explain
that permeable fences also provide access for native
wildlife. (2) 10/30 rule a big threat to existing bush
landscape.

•

Recommend - add
explanation to report.

•

Recommend - can
highlight the tension
between the design
guidelines and the
vegetation removal
due to the bushfire
exemptions in the
report.

Coastal Contemporary 1 (CC1)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Average support. One respondent feels statement
is not specific enough. Another argues it should not
stipulate materials, heights and design as it would stifle
innovation and individuality of design and encourage
cookie cutter design.

Acknowledged –
Preferred Character
Statement still allows for
architectural expression.

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

Average support. One respondent feels puzzled that
the Tanti Creek area in Mornington is divided into two
character precincts.

Acknowledged –
areas have differing
neighbourhood character
attributes.

Design Guidelines

Average support. One respondent feels the 1m setback
from one side boundary does not allow for privacy,
shared viewlines between buildings, paths, gardens and
leafy open space – 3m is preferred.

Recommend – review side
setback requirements.

Other feedback

One respondent argues that the nature of a
neighbourhood character study with recommended
design guidelines is antithetical to supporting cutting
edge global architecture design which should be
promoted in the Mornington Peninsula to encourage
sustainable, premium tourism.

Acknowledged – NCS still
allows for architectural
expression – design
guidelines ensure it
is in keeping with the
preferred character of
the area.

No changes required.

No changes required.

No changes required.
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Coastal Contemporary 2 (CC2)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character Statement

Average support. Statement does not reflect
the existence of many very large dwellings
and examples of exterior facades that use
materials other than muted or natural.

Recommend – review
Preferred Character
Statement to reflect
presence of large dwelling
styles.

Neighbourhood Character Boundary

Average support.

Acknowledged.

Design Guidelines

Low to average support. Respondents disagree
with the front fencing guideline arguing that
solid and tall fences are necessary to prevent
break-ins and act as noise barriers. There
is also commentary on allowing exotic and
deciduous trees that enhance an area better
than some natives.

•

Recommend review front fencing
requirements

•

Recommend review vegetation
requirements
(prevalence of nonnative vegetation in
the area)

Other feedback

n.a.

Coastal Contemporary 3 (CC3)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Low to average support. (1) There seems to be a
conflict between retaining public views to the water
and ensuring shared views versus the use of vegetation
to provide screening and privacy. (2) Respondents from
St Andrews Beach feel the precinct should be renamed
‘Bush Coastal Contemporary’ to more accurately
reflect the area’s bushy feel.

•

Existing views are
intermittent and
obtained through
vegetation.

•

The significance of the
vegetation is picked
up in the PCS, key
attributes and Design
Guidelines.

•

Consider renaming
‘Bush Coastal
Contemporay’.

No changes required.
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Component

Feedback

Response

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

Average support. (1) The boundary does not delineate
the three areas of Portsea – inland area, cliff top
area fronting Port Phillip Bay, and undulating area
facing the back beach. (2) Portsea is totally different
to St Andrews Beach yet shares the same character
precinct.

•

Neighbourhood
Character is assessed
from the street these 3 areas are not
distinguishable based
on neighbourhood
character attributes .

•

Recommend – review
CC3 area, potentially
change to BC2. (St
Andrews Beach)

•

Design guidelines
address this

•

Recommend - highlight
the tension between
the design guidelines
and the vegetation
removal due to the
bushfire exemptions in
the report

•

This is consistent with
the existing character
of the area - curved
driveways with
planting along edges
is also incorporated in
the Design Guidelines.

Design Guidelines

Other feedback

Average support. One respondent argues: (1) cut and
fill to improve a view should be permissible where it has
minimal wider landscape impacts; (2) a large canopy
tree can be hazardous during fires and strong winds;
(iii) permeable driveways are problematic during heavy
storms.

None

n.a.

Rural Settlement 1 (RS1)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Very high support.

Acknowledged.

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

Very high support.

Acknowledged.

Design Guidelines

Average support. One respondent disagrees with
planting vegetation, including trees, around dwellings
in a bushfire zone. In addition, planting native trees
close to dwellings runs the risk of foundational
damage.

Recommend - highlight
the tension between the
design guidelines and the
vegetation removal due to
the bushfire exemptions in
the report.

Other feedback

None

n.a.
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Rural Settlement 2 (RS2)
Component

Feedback

Response

Preferred Character
Statement

Generally high support.

Acknowledged.

Neighbourhood Character
Boundary

Very high support.

Acknowledged.

Design Guidelines

Generally high support. One respondent argues: (i)
permeable driveways are problematic during rain
events, and expensive to maintain; and (ii) providing only
one vehicular crossover per typical site frontage is not
consistent with typical aspirations of large property
owners who tend to have large families with many
vehicles and machinery.

Permeable driveways and
provision of one vehicle
crossover per typical site
frontage is in keeping with
the existing character of
the area.

None

n.a.

Other feedback
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5.3 Submissions
A total of 93 additional submissions were received
for Phase 2, submitted independently of the
PolicyScape/hardcopy survey. These submissions
comprised 114 comments of which each relates to
a character area, overlay or other issue.
Table 12 contains each submission received by
township and/or character area, and provides a
response from the project team.
*Author names have been omitted to protect the
privacy of submitters; some submissions have
been summarised/paraphrased for brevity.
Table 12 – Summary of submissions

Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Dromana

BC1

I live in Burton Street in an area opposite
Herronswood.this area has a slightly different
character from the main town of Dromana in that it
is a green quiet pocket with lovely view and sea views

Acknowledged.

Blairgowrie

BC1

I don't agree with the aspiration to retain unmade
roads in Blairgowrie. Most of my neighbours now
want sealed surfaces and proper drainage.

Out of project scope
- contributes to key
characteristics but will
not be reflected in Design
Guidelines (Council/
VicRoads issue)

Blairgowrie

BC1

The broad nature of these planning descriptions
which cover a huge variation in property styles and
location, potentially make it very difficult to plan any
development. The planning should be more related to
the surrounding properties and localised area. The
character study shouldn't be prohibitive.

NCS are based on
areas that share key
character attributes - the
guidelines do not restrict
development, just promote
a preferred characetr for
future development.

Response from the
Project Team

Submission

No changes required.
Sorrento

BC1

Requirement that buildings occupy no more than 50%
of land in total seems excessive. Should be reduced to
25%

Design Guideline is
consistent with existing
development in the area
No change required.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Sorrento

BC1

I have just looked at the proposed Neighbourhood
Character Study and am happy with the points
outlined. I was, however, disappointed not to see any
mention of some sort of architectural design overlay
to keep new buildings in line with the coastal feel
i.e. using organic materials and retaining a coastal
feel. A good example of this is what the local Council
implemented in Waiheke Island in New Zealand……all
houses renovated or newly built have to keep in the
with coastal feel. The whole Island looks fantastic.
As an example of my concern, I am particularly
disappointed to see such developments as the new
one on the corner of Old Melbourne Road and Coppin
Road, Sorrento. If this type of development continues
to happen, Sorrento as we know it will be ruined.

Design Guidelines reflect
the preferred design
responses for key character
elements in each identified
Character Area.
No changes required.

Blairgowrie

BC1

210 pages is a huge document for people to respond
to!!! It is extremely wordy and not community friendly
but I understand that it needs to written this way.
We do not permanently live here but have small
holiday house here. What we love the most is the
native vegetation hiding all the houses. It creates
a character of bushland retreat and all so close to
the beach. The walking paths which weave within
the vegetation is soothing and retains the character
of the area as well. We have tea trees still on our
property with accompanying birdlife and everyone
who stays at our place feels like they are far removed
from the busy ness and worries of life and yet we
are only one block away from Melbourne Road. We
think the biggest assets of the area are the way the
houses nestle into the bushland and this is lost when
huge houses are built at the expense of the exisitng
vegetation. Then Blairgowrie becomes just like
everywhere else!

Acknowledged.

Submission
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Blairgowrie

BC1

(1) Building style: Blairgowrie is a coastal suburb, new
homes and renovations should reflect a coastal style,
especially viewed from the street.
(2) Building density: The study doesn't mention
density. Almost all blocks in Blairgowrie are smaller
than the current limit for subdivision (approx 1,300
sq m?), eg dual occupancy of a standard block. This
hinders current older residents who would like to stay
in Blairgowrie but downsize to a 2 or 3 bedroom unit,
say 2 on a block, ie dual occupancy. I don't think it
would be detrimental to the suburb if say up to 20%
of blocks were dual occupancy provided the street
view of the property is consistent with coastal style.
Retired people aren't noisy or have large parties.
(3) Tree canopy: photos from early settlement
show the natural vegetation was grass lands with
occasional trees. The current dense Moonah tree
canopy was created by Europeans who did not
practise regular burning as the Aboriginals did. The
dense Moonah trees are a major fire risk, therefore
the existing canopy is very dangerous.
(4) Front fences: Low front fences are undesirable.
Australia is a high crime country and coastal towns
have high burglar rates. High security fences and
security gates are warranted.

1. Preferred Character is
identified in the PCS and
Design Guidelines
2. HSS to consider density
3. Recommend - Can
highlight the tension
between the design
guidelines and the
vegetation removal due to
the bush fire exemptions in
the report.
4. No or low, open
style front fencing is
a key attribute to the
neighbourhood character of
the area.

Mount
Martha

BC1

(1) BC1 not suitable for 121-131 Hearn Road. The
site is large enough to have its own character area
designation.
(2) Maximum site coverage should be increased to
60%.
(3) 'Medium' minimum lot size needs to be defined.

Recommend - Review
Character Area for this
site (121-131 Hearn Rd, Mt
Martha)

Rye

BC1

The White Cliffs Hill subdivision should:
- include subdivision minimum of 1000sqm;
- greater setbacks to enable retention/replanting
of remnant indigenous woodland (EVC858 coastal
alkaline scrub);
- clear definition of ground level to prevent dwellings
from penetrating existing tree canopy;
- mandate high design standards in keeping with the
natural environment.

1. HSS to consider
subdivision minimums.
2. Recommend - Review
setback guideline – consider
review of ‘medium to large
trees.’
3. This is covered in Design
Guidelines.
4. This is covered in Design
Guidelines.

54

Response from the
Project Team

Submission
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Township/
Region
Southern
Peninsula

Southern
Peninsula

Sorrento

Character
Area/
Overlay
BC1

BC1

BC1

Submission

Response from the
Project Team

Areas near bush reserves, e.g. Mathis Avenue
Bushland Reserve (Tootgarook), French Street and
Flinders Street Reserves (Rye):
- increased setbacks along perimeter and mandatory
planting of indigenous vegetation; and
- restrictions on the type of vegetation permitted to
be planted in neighbouring properties.

Character areas are
determined using multiple
key attributes, not based
solely on interfaces.

Surf beach areas:
- residential design that minimises vegetation
disturbance on blocks with predominant indigenous
vegetation;
- not permit plans/designs that involve cutting into
primary sand dunes to erect a residence;
- restrict height with frontages to the ocean;
- mandate high architectural standards in keeping
with natural ocean beach setting;
- clear definition of ground level to prevent
penetrating tree line;
- restrict subdivision size of very large or standard
(pre-sewerage connection) blocks.

Height is controlled by the
zone and relevant overlay.
HSS to consider density. All
other concerns addressed
in Design Guidelines.

9 The Esplanade:
- property within high density development adjacent
to C1Z;
- no dense, remnant vegetation, coastal scrub or
woodland in the vicinity;
- surrounding dwellings not primarily single storey.

Neighbourhood Character
is assessed on larger areas
of key attributes - individual
properties are not assessed.

Recommend - Review
Vegetation Guidelines for
provision of ‘native and/or
indigenous’ plantings where
appropriate.

No changes required.

No changes required.

Sorrento

BC1

The area bounded by Melbourne Road, Jarman Court,
Mornington Peninsula National Park and King Street
consists of 8 unmade roads. This area should be BC2,
not BC1.

Recommend – change this
area to BC2

Southern
Peninsula

BC1

All areas south of Melbourne Road with unmade
roads should be BC2.

Agree - as above

Sorrento

BC1

Front set back seems at odds with the area nearer
the beach - properties are build very close to the
road. Demand for a setback seems out of character
with the immediate area.

Front set back controlled by
ResCode.

3 Foam Avenue:
- should be BC2 instead of BC1;
- informal unsealed roads;
- BC2 more appropriate because they represent a
step towards limiting inappropriate changes.

Recommend - Review BC1
areas south of Melbourne
Rd (potentially change to
BC2)

Blairgowrie

BC1
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Submission

Response from the
Project Team

Southern
Peninsula

BC1

Much of the area between Melbourne Road and
Mornington Peninsula National Park in Sorrento,
Blairgowrie and parts of Rye should be BC2 - roads
are mainly unsealed.

Recommend - Review BC1
areas south of Melbourne
Rd in these townships
(potentially change to BC2)

Dromana

BC1

12-16 Foord Land and 12 Burton Street:
- design response does not provide for Building
materials, design and details;
- BC1 must also have these guidelines to require
muted tones, minimise visual impacts of various
infrastructure elements, and encourage flat or low
roofs to minimise view line interruptions;
- no provision for front setbacks;
- no valid reason why BC1 has lesser side setbacks
than BC2;
- no valid reason why BC1 has less stringent provisions
for site coverage and permeability than BC2;
- no valid reason why BC1 provides allowance for sideby-side development regarding garage storage and
vehicle access but not in BC2.

Design requirements
only provide for building
materials, design and
details where there is a
consistent existing palette.
Building height and form
design response caters for
discouraging development
to be above the existing
tree canopy.
Front setbacks are
controlled by ResCode.
BC1 Guidelines are in
keeping with the existing
development in the area.
No changes required.

Blairgowrie

St Andrews
Beach

56

BC1

BC1

As a ratepayer and part-time resident. My thoughts:
- restrict developments/houses that destroy the
relaxed feel of the Peninsula
- encourage single level dwellings which enhance the
landscape
- encourage indigenous planting and maintain the
foliage of the area
- prevent large scale clearing everywhere
- restrict commercial zones
- maintain existing roads
I was unable to get to a community meeting and see
that I am one hour late with my suggestions. I applaud
the community discussions.

Character areas are
determined using multiple
key attributes - they are
not intended to restrict
development but ensure
future development is in
keeping with the identified
preferred character.

Our group supports the principles of the preferred
character statement "Bush Coastal 1".

Support acknowledged.

No changes required.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Rye

BC1

Endorses the intent of the BC1 Character Area but
feels that the community needs to be encouraged,
educated and required to manage both the natural
vegetation and whatever they plant so that it does
not have negative side effects on their neighbours
such as:
- tree leaf, flower and fruit litter
- unwanted shade
- inability to grow plants close by
- branches over boundries which block access and
require continual pruning
- roots which may damage concrete, paving or
structure foundations
- blocking of viewing corridors.
(1) Fencing: The guidelines are silent on any
requirement for side fencing forward of the dwelling.
They recommend that the height and nature of front
fences forward of the house should also be specified
in the Design Guidelines. Perhaps a maximum height
of 1m is appropriate.
(2) Building height and form: Many trees close to the
coast on the Peninsula do not grow very tall. Hence,
the guideline that ""Buildings and extensions should
not penetrate the tree canopy where a tree canopy
is present"" would be difficut to meet since ""New
development should complement the 1-2 storey
building height and forms of existing dwellings.""
(3) Gardens and landscaping: A large canopy has the
potential to block the view corridor of neighbouring
houses depending on the slope of the land and if the
neighbouring houses are 1 or 2 storeys.
(4) Garage storage and vehicle access: Agrees
with the intent of keeping paving to a minimum
to encourage bush character. However, a poorly
maintained, pot-holed and weed infested driveway
may have too much bush character. The exposed
aggregate is close to a bush character but with far
less maintenance. Can the Shire impose a standard
of construction which will reduce the potential high
maintenance of these surfaces?
(5) Plants over or through boundary fences: Could
it be a requirement that if tree branches or root
systems cross a boundary the adjoining property
owner may issue a request that the tree owner
engages a suitably insured arborist to trim the
offending tree back to the boudnary line and remove
all the off cut within 3 months of the request?

(1) Recommend - consider
addressing side fencing in
key attributes
(2) Design Guideline refers
to tree canopy not smaller
coastal shrubs - No Change
Required.
(3) Provision of canopy
trees are in keeping with
the existing vegetation
character of the area.
(4) Shire will respond
directly.
(5) This would be a civil
matter between two private
landowners. Hence, it would
be a matter which is outside
the Council's jurisdiction.

Blairgowrie

BC1

(1) The area bounded by Melbourne Road, Beach
Avenue, Mornington Peninsula National Park
and Hughes Road should be BC2, not BC1, due to
prevalance of unmade roads.

(1) Recommend – change
this area to BC2

Submission

(2) Supports the design guidelines relating to nonpenetration of existing tree canopy, crossovers, side
setbacks and site coverage.

Response from the
Project Team

(2) Thanks for the support.
(3) Not possible as BMO is a
VPP managed by the State
Government.

(3) Would like to see limitations placed on the BMO to
limit vegetation removal.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Rye

BC1

Upset with the level of vegetation being removed for
new housing, which is destroying the bush character.
Worst types are double-storey homes that require
cut and fill with massive slabs. Hopes Council can
encourage people to consider this when building new
homes and allow for more trees to be preserved
during development.

No change required:
Acknowledged.

Sorrento

BC1

Upset with what the Council has allowed to destroy
the character of Sorrento regarding developments
along the main street of the town centre. Not happy
with the property next door to the Newsagent using
the cheapest of aluminium window frames and
awning. Also unhappy with the situation facing the
Continental Hotel, which has been shut down due to
the greed of the developers and no care on the side of
the council as to what they have destroyed.

No change required:
Commercial precincts are
outside the study area of
the project.

Mount
Martha

BC2

32-36 Osborne Drive: Non-conforming developments
have already occurred; opportunity to have a say has
already been bypassed by the actions of Council.

The alternative of not
taking action would mean
even more inappropriate
development would continue
to occur.

Flinders

BC2

BC2 maximum site coverage of 40% is too restrictive,
may discourage single-storey dwellings due to limited
lot sizes. 50% would be more appropriate.

BC2 site coverage is
consistent with the existing
development in the area.
- BC1 has a 50% site
covergae requirement, if
the area was assessed as
this, it would have been
changed to a different NC
area.

Response from the
Project Team

Submission

No changes required.
Merricks
Beach

58

BC2

I think the reports characterise Merricks Beach very
well. I believe we need Strategic overlays and Design
Overlays to protect the village from overdevelopment
into the future and the report contains some
excellent proposals in this regard. Some people may
be concerned that their property does not fully
conform in its current state and may be concerned as
to whether they would be required to conform in the
future eg if adding an extension to their home.

Support acknowledged.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Mount Eliza

BR2

Submission

Response from the
Project Team

(1) The site at 1501 Nepean Highway appears to be
the only lot to the west of the highway that is BR2.
In contrast, the surrounding area is GC3. This site
should be GC3.
(2) Incorrect dwelling age; should be between 18701881 (see Background Report).

1. Recommend - Review
inclusion of this site
2. Dwelling age based on
Council rates data
No changes required.

Mount Eliza

BR2

Significant discrepancies in design requirements
between BR2 and DDO18 regarding site coverage and
permeability.

Our assessment is that
the design requirements
proposed for BR2 are
sufficient to ensure
retention of the preferred
future character of these
areas notwithstanding the
existence of the DDO. In
other words, despite the
existence of the DDO the
existing (and preferred)
character reflects the
site coverage outlined in
the BR2. In the immediate
future, where an existing
provision already applies
to an area, the most
restrictive control will
continue to apply.

Mount Eliza

CC2

(1) Does not support character statement and CC2
boundary. The Area is characterised by low density
housing within treed environment, generous front and
side setbacks and extensive gardens, absence of or
unobtrusive front fencing, landscape predominantly
indigenous bushland.
(2) Design guidelines:
- fail to mandate the retention or replacement of
significant indigenous trees and understorey;
- 2-metre setback from both sides inadequate
and would not insure the retention of any mature
canopied trees or adequate landscaping.

1. PCS reflects these
qualities. - No Change
Required (boundary is
identified based on key
character attributes of
areas)
2. Design requirements
reflects retention of
existing treees where
possible - setbacks are
reflect the existing side
setbacks of the area.

Mount Eliza

CC2

I live in the small area bounded by Daveys Bay Road
to the south, Marathon Drive to the east, the sea to
the west and Kackeraboite Creek to the north. Due
in part to the landscape and in part to the winding
narrow lane feel of Marathon Drive this area has a
remote, rural seaside feel to it, similar to Spindrift
Avenue in Flinders and perhaps Kalimna Drive in
Mornington. There are no units, townhouses or semi
detached houses. All properties appear to cover
3000 m2 or more. There is a feel of natural bush and
cliffs down to the beach. This character is a valuable
and not available closer to Melbourne. This character
is also not expressed in any of the neighbourhood
character studies. It does not fit any classifications. A
new classification is required.

Character of this small
area is consistent with the
surrounding area identified
as CC2.
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Recommend – review PCS
to reflect presence of large
dwelling styles.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Portsea

CC3

Response from the
Project Team

Submission
(1) Inappropriate classification for streets without an
ocean or sea view.
(2) BC2 or a new BC3 for larger blocks with minimum
offset 2m to all boundaries would strike a better
balance.
(3) Streetscape is largely coastal vegetation, not cut
lawn.

1. Identification of character
areas is based on multiple
attributes and not views
alone.
2. Portsea area identified
as CC3 is in keeping with
this Character Areas key
attributes.
3. This is picked up in the
key attributes and gardens
and landscaping design
guidelines.
No changes required.

St Andrews
Beach

CC3

Coastal Contemporary 3 is not an accurate
description for St Andrews Beach, it should be revised
to Bush Coastal /Contempoary emphasising the
bush gardens of the area adjacent to the National
Park. With the rest of St Andrews Beach being
Bush Coastal 1 it would make sense to have bush
emphasised with the character statement, there are
no medium to highly formal gardens in st Andrews
they are all predominantly bush style particularly in
the location labelled coastal contemporary 3.

Recommend – review CC3
area, potentially change to
BC2. (St Andrews Beach)

Flinders

CC3

CC1 or CC2 preferable to CC3 to avoid new buildings
becoming design statements.

These areas in Flinders
were identified as CC3
due to the significant role
vegetation plays on the
neighbourhood character. this is reflectied in the PCS
and the DG's.

St Andrews
Beach

CC3

Large extent of indigenous vegetation. Revise
preferred character satatement to more accurately
describe bushland vegetation (as opposed to formal
gardens) and include the word 'Bush' for the rest of
St Andrews Beach.

Recommend – review CC3
area, potentially change to
BC2. (St Andrews Beach)

St Andrews
Beach

CC3

Ocean Drive:
- change CC to BC;
- CC implies formal gardens, etc. as opposed to 'bush'
character.

Recommend – review CC3
area, potentially change to
BC2. (St Andrews Beach)

St Andrews
Beach

CC3

Draft Report, p. 172: CC3 Garden Styles description
is not an accurate description of St Andrews
Beach where most gardens are informal with
dense, native and mostly indigenous vegetation. We
would call for a separate Character Area for this
precinct, incorporating the words "Bush Coastal/
Contemporary". See submission for details on what
this precinct should include.

Recommend – review CC3
area, potentially change to
BC2. (St Andrews Beach)

No changes required.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Submission

Response from the
Project Team

Flinders

Character
Areas

Design requirements should be mandatory.

Noted - Guidelines are not
incorporated, therefore
are discretionary. Once
implemented into a
Schedule, the consideration
of them is mandatory.

Southern
Peninsula

Character
Areas

(1) Wants mandatory standards, e.g. must build below
tree line and not on ridges.
(2) Wants a statement in the provisions to the
effect that exceptions to the general nature of
a neighbourhood is not valid in dismissing the
Neighbourhood Character statements.
(3) Side and rear fencing should be considered.
(4) Important to maintain a significant area for relandscaping with indigenous plants on all sides of any
proposed buiding.
(5) BC2 areas not clearly defined on the map on p. 97.

1. Guidelines are not
incorporated, therefore
are discretionary. Once
implemented into a
Schedule, the consideration
of them id mandatory.
2. Preferred Neighbourhood
Character Statement and
Design Guidelines provides
guidance for the preferred
future character of areas.
3. Rear fencing is not in
scope for Neighbourhood
Character Recommend consider addressing side
fencing in key attributes
4. Gardens & landscaping
objectives provide
responses for plantings

Shire

Character
Areas

Design guidelines for Gardens and Landscaping
need to be expanded to include the requirement for
removed indigenous vegetation to be replaceed with
similar vegetation.

Recommend - review
gardens and landscaping
guidelines to consider
replacement design
responses.

Capel
Sound

GC1

9 St Elmos Close not suitable for GC1. The Gardens
and Landscaping element does not reflec the land
characteristics of the surrounding Tootgarook
Wetland.

This site is zoned as GR1 - if
it were to be developed it is
important that it responds
to the surrounding
Neighbourhood Character
area. i.e. GC1.
No changes required.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Rosebud

GC2

Mount
Martha

GC2

Response from the
Project Team

Submission
We support Council's definitions of their Character
Types as realistic and appropriate, and we support
Council's particular applications of the Character
Types and their Subtypes as described in DNSCG. We,
and all other residents and ratepayers, urge Council:
(i) to have proper regard to the definitions and
their applications as clearly laid out in Draft
Neighbourhood Character Study And Guidelines May
2019; and
(ii) to decline approval for projects and developments
that would dilute, compromise or directly damage
the Neighbourhood Characters that make Rosebud
especially, and the Mornington Peninsula more
generally, a welcoming, relaxed area of Melbourne
where quiet enjoyment of one's home and surrounds
will continue well into the future.

Support acknowledged.

The area around Hopetoun-Norfold Bushland Reserve
should be a BR.

This area is consisent with
the GC2 key attributes
and precinct description prevalence of medium-high
vegetation.

Council and applicants will
be required to consider the
guidelines when in the zone
schedules.

No changes required.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Submission

Response from the
Project Team

Balnarring
Beach

GC2

(1) Why do the rooves need to have eaves? Modern
houses can be built with 6-star energy ratings.
(2) Why does the building not exceed 50% coverage?
Block size in our area is not large. A modern family
house would need more than 50%, maybe up to 70%.
(3) Why 1.2m high front fences and why 20%
permeability for front fences? Too low to be safe for
children and pets in the front yard. Many beautiful
front fences don’t have 20% permeability.
(4) Why a large canopy tree in the front yard? Can
cause major issues such as structural damage, injury
to occupants when large branches drop.”

(1) The preferred character
statement reflects the
identified character of
the GC2 precinct, within
which a large proportion of
dwellings feature eaves.
(2) GC2 precinct in
Balnarring Beach have
been checked again, and
we still believe this is an
appropriate guideline. The
majority of dwellings in this
part of Balnarring Beach
take up less than 50% of
the total site area.
(3) Additional guideline has
been added to address
front fencing on main roads
where safety/privacy may
be an issue
(4) Canopy trees are a
predominant feature within
lots throughout the GC2
precint. It is considered
that development that does
not incorporate continued
canopy tree planting would
be a threat to existing
character.

Rosebud

GC3

The area around Peninsula Sands Bushland Reserve
has a Trust for Covenant. The design response for
Gardens and Landscaping in GC3 is not suitable. BR1
would be better.

Design Guidelines for BR1
are not relavant to the GC3
character area.

The area around Peninsula Sands Bushland Reserve
should be a BR.

Area is consistent with the
key attributes of GC3.

Rosebud

GC3

No changes required.

No changes required.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Rye

GR1

Unhappy with Council's planning decisions since
2008 which he believes have destroyed the coastal
township feel his family had been enjoying since 1987.
He dislikes:
- overdevelopment and high lot density
- visual bulk of new developments on second storey
levels
- visually dominant nature of new developments
- lack of appropriate setbacks
- poor internal amenity within new developments
- lack of protection of neighbouring amenity
Believes most new developments on Weir Street
(between Point Nepean Road and Sullivan Street/
Bimble Road) have eroded existing neighbourhood
character. Notes two 'victories' he has had at VCAT:
(1) Rigato v Mornington Peninsula SC & Anor [2010]
VCAT 1074 (25 June 2010)
(2) Rigato v Mornington Peninsula SC [2012] VCAT
1892 (11 December 2012)

The new developments
on Weir Street occurred
within an area where DDO1
applies. This overlay does
not have a subdivision
control. In addition, this
area, as noted by the
Tribunal, is one where
"change is coming", and
that the "Applicants for
Review need to appreciate
that part of making a
choice to use a dwelling in a
beach-side locality is that
double storey and quite
prominent new dwellings is
a very common pattern.”

Capel
Sound

GR2

Has concerns regarding discreprancies between GR2
and DDO17. Wants provisions in DDO17 to remain.

Recommend - Will review
existing DDO controls.

Mount Eliza

GR2

Ranelagh Estate - 34 Redbourne Avenue:
- Not clear if the areas where the NCO is proposed
were investigated. If so, how were they investigated?
- What is a 'special character area', which is referred
to as areas 'where protection of particular qualities
may be warranted'. What are these qualities?
- What will the NCO do that the current HO and DDO
can't do?

This area was analysed the
same as all residential areas
across the Shire - desktop
analysis, site survey, reviews
An area of special
character is an area that
requires an additional level
of control i.e. NCO.
The existing HO is applied
to the street layout,
whereas the NCO is applied
to the built form with
the purpose of ensuring
consistent spacing and
setbacks for the area these qualities significantly
contribute to the chracter
of the area, in parteicular
the sense of spaciousness
the street netwrok
provides.

Response from the
Project Team

Submission

No changes required.
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Township/
Region
Safety
Beach

Character
Area/
Overlay
GR2

Submission

Response from the
Project Team

Concerned about the design guidelines - too limiting
on owners' rights to undertake investment and
improvement in Safety Beach economy, community
and character. Wants the guidelines reviewed
including the combined effects of DDOs to reduce
their limiting effects.
Wants a written response acknowledging his
feedback is received, considered and acted upon.

Guidelines do not restrict
development.
Recommend - Existing
controls (DDO's) will be
reviewed with potential
revision to Design
Guidelines.
Council to note response
requested.

Rosebud

GR4

The Avenues:
- Side setbacks of 1m on one side and 2m on the
opposite side won't facilitate the minimum single
garage as the lots are generally only 6m wide.
- Not characteristic of this precinct where majority of
garages are on the boundary due to narrow lot sizes.

Recommend - Review side
setback design responses
(may require a sub-precinct
design response for this
area).

Flinders

n.a.

Encouraged by character study for Flinders. Unique
coastal character, low fencing (important), low rise
d'ment. Please enforce and protect. Good work

Support acknowledged.

Mornington

n.a.

We do not want to see the overdevelopment of the
Mornington / Mount Martha area and wish to keep
the green space. And want to retain the village feel of
the Main Street shopping area.

Design guidelines address
these issues.

Rosebud

n.a.

[Blank]

None required.

Capel
Sound

n.a.

Against caravans and tents along foreshore.

Outside the project scope.

Mount Eliza

n.a.

[Blank]

None required.

Blairgowrie

n.a.

[Blank]

None required.

Mornington

n.a.

A Dual Carriageway for Bungower Road is urgently
required to free up traffic jams around St Macartan's
also Ban Vehicles from Main Street like other major
Cities both here and overseas

Outside the project scope.

Safety
Beach

n.a.

Safety Beach (not Rye) amenities design looks fine to
me. Prefer wood cladding. Will the amenities be open
or lockable by code. If latter, how are locals informed?
On foreshore generally, only campers are given
access code. All local residents as ratepayers should
be able to ask for the code, and be informed when it
changes. The elderly and people with disabilities often
require amenities at short notice and cannot easily
travel elsewhere. They need ready access too.

Outside the project scope.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Response from the
Project Team

Submission

Mount
Martha

n.a.

Generally satisfied with residential plan. Am more
concerned with lack of focus on safe and healthy
living. The Esplanade is a beautiful feature of the
area but has limited views of the water. There is no
pedestrian walking possible and bicycles regularly
create a hazard for drivers. The Pinnacles is not a
construction zone as falsely labelled last summer
and should be reframed as a feature of the area.
The hideous fencing and barriers with the complete
fabrication of roadworks was an embarrassment and
a slight on Council’s reputation.

Outside the project scope.

Dromana

n.a.

I support the neighbourhood character plans for
many reasons. 1. I feel my area has lost its relaxed
coastal feel with many extensions and new homes
being quite boxey and in no way in character with
the undulating slopes of Arthur's Seat. Maintaining
shared views is important as are corridors for views
of the sea. I would like to see council regenerate
nature strips in my area ( and street in particular) by
planting appropriate native shrubbery/plants. this
would attract native birds back to the area, increase
the natural aesthetics of the area, currently lost due
to the removal of plants and the nature of housing
being built. It would also stop streets such as mine
which is a cul de sac being used for multiple car
parking on nature strips by neighbours and guests. I
support the idea of housing being built to conform to
the slope of the land, use of flat colourbond roofing
rather than pitched tiled roofs which would ensure
shared views and increase aesthetics.

Support acknowledged.

Gardens and Landscaping Design Guidelines,
specifically the 40% coverage and permeability
appear to be ignored in the surrounding streets,
filled with new houses that occupy close to 80% of
their blocks. These guidelines appear relevant but
unheeded.

Guidelines are for future
development.

Mount Eliza

66

n.a.

- Reference to nature strips
for Council.

No changes required.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Rye

n.a.

(1) Is concerned that nothing in the document is
mandatory.
(2) Argues that the 80% of dwellings in the southern
tip - Rye, Blairgowrie, Sorrento and Portsea - which
are vacant for 80% of the year have a suburban
mentality that is dictating the incremental
destruction of the character preferred by permanent
residents.

No change required:
(1) While policies and
guidelines have to
discretionary, it would be
mandatory to consider
them once they are
incorporated into the
planning scheme.
(2) Council cannot dictate
how dwellings can or should
be used by the private
sector regarding occupancy
status. Nonetheless, the
study proivdes PCS and
design guidelines that would
shape the built form of
future developments to be
more consistent with the
Peninsula’s character.

Rosebud

n.a.

Lack of footpaths makes it difficult to access public
recreation areas on foot or by motorised aged
carts. More adventure playgrounds and outdoor
recreational areas as required with trees.

Outside the project scope.

Flinders

n.a.

The Flinders Cove development that sits on the
previous Flinders Caravan site is a blight on the
landscape. The Shire must assit owners and help
install nature strips and supply native plants for
these nature strips. One house sits on the corner of
St. Anne's with a huge fence around it. Why was this
one house allowed to be fenced in and yet none of the
others? Roads are not finished, they are too wide and
there is no delineation of road and nature strip. It is a
MESS. The drainage works are uncompleted and have
added to the destruction of the environment. No-one
seems to be owning this area which has impacted
all neighbouring homes. We have lived with noise,
tradies, loud radios blaring, tradies swearing, beeping
of vehicles for four years now. I request this area
benefit from a Shire beautifican programme ASAP.
As a tax payer, rate payer and LONG time resident
(22 years) I have not received ONE benefit from ANY
work done in Flinders. Our peace and our coastal rural
lifestyle has been greatly compromised by recent
development and lack of love and care from Shire. I
look forward to hearing from you and having these
matters addressed.

Outside the project scope.

Submission
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Flinders

n.a.

Mount Eliza

n.a.

Response from the
Project Team

Submission
I agree with all aspects of the strategy except (1) set
back from each side boundary could be even (2) a
maximum of 40% site coverage for a building seems
too small. Maybe 50-60%.. Also with crossovers to
properties, and footpaths, it would be good if they
were a flat and accessible surface material that
fitted in with the surroundings - ie not bitumen but
maybe interlaced pavers in a sand colour. An example
is at Lohr Avenue in Inverloch.

Set backs and site coverage
requirements are designed
to be in keeping with the
existing area. - character
area submission is referring
to is unknown.
Public Realm improvements
for Council's consideration.

1. Why is a neighbourhood character study only being
conducted now ? What have you been doing for the
last 20 years, since over-developement started ? 2.
We live in Mt Eliza Bushland community which has
existed for the last 20 years. 3. What is the point of all
of this consultation when VCAT can allow to happen
whatever they like - everybody knows that money
talks and our views mean nothing.

Lateness of the NCS is
acknowledged. Nonetheless,
much of the residential
areas here have a good level
of protection through the
existing DDOs especially
those that contain
subdivision controls. Once
the design guidelines are
incorporated into the
planning scheme, planners
and developers and even
VCAT have to consider
them.

No changes required.

No changes required.
Western
Peninsula

n.a.

Concerned about lack of street lighting comprising
driving safety at night.

Outside the project scope.

Mornington

n.a.

Concerned about car parking spaces being too small,
lack of footpaths and pedestrian safety.

Outside the project scope.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Shire

n.a.

These are my concerns regarding neighbourhood
study:
- All native trees should be protected from
developments and building sites.
- Single garages should not be permitted where units
are built as streets become car parks. E.g. Hayes
Avenue and Murray-Anderson Road in Rosebud.
- Footpaths should be built leading to schools and
shops. Not to the middle of nowhere.
- It is difficult to protect the character of the
Peninsula when it has already been spoilt with muliunit development on small blocks.
- Boated owners are not privileged. We worked hard
to buy our boatshed in 1980 and we continue to work
hard to maintain it for our family. We have been
lifelong residents of the Peninsula since the 1940s.

There are provisions in
the planning scheme that
protect native vegetation;
they include both the VPP
and local schedules of
specific overlays such as
the ESO and VPO. The
planning scheme provides
guidance on the number of
parking lots required with
each new development.
Council cannot prevent
drivers who have legally
parked on public streets.
The Shire's Infrastructure
team is working on
developing a PPTN in every
township with an activity
centre. Although difficult,
the alternative of not doing
anything will lead to more
inappropriate development
continuing to occur.

Tootgarook

n.a.

Dislikes the township name of Tootgarook and wants
it renamed to Rye.

Outside the project scope.

Shire

n.a.

Comments on the beach, boatsheds, foreshore scrub,
road congestion, traffic back ups, light rail, tourism,
wineries, motels and tipping residents.

Outside the project scope.

Shoreham

n.a.

Against three-storey developments.

Acknowledged.

Rosebud

n.a.

Laments the loss of the fire tower in Arthurs Seat
and about how Tootgarook is now having issues with
drugs, crime and ghetto formation similar to the
city. Feels sad that only a couple of caravan parks
left, which was the identity of Rosebud and the
beach lifestyle. Feels townhouses are not part of the
neighbourhood here. If a house is derelict and unsafe,
the owner should build the new house according to
the original looks, not these ugly abstract dog kennels
that are killing the character of the town. Wants to
preserve what is left.

Neighbourhood Character
Study seeks to ensure all
future development is in
keeping with the preferred
furture character identified
in areas.

Green wedge / planning / building regulations

None required.

Mount
Martha

n.a.

Submission
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No changes required.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Mount Eliza

Mount Eliza

Submission

Response from the
Project Team

n.a.

While it is nice for the shire to do a neighbourhood
character study and to endeavour to have a
neighbourhood character profile for various areas,
my experience with these is they have no credence
when planning permits are challenged at VCAT. VCAT
considers them as merely nice ambitions with no legal
status.

It is mandatory to give
PCS and Zone Schedule
- ResCode variations
consideration when
amended into the Planning
Scheme.
No changes required.

n.a.

Re street trees, please no more English plane trees,
or tropical palms such as at Frankston, there must be
suitable indigenous trees,consider the needs of bees
and birds ! no more conifer hedges, no more grasses
which have no attractive flowers.

Council to consider for
Council Landscaping
Guidlines - Preferred
Character Statement
provides guidance where
necessary for public realm
vegetation and plantings.
No changes required.

Shire

n.a.

My concern is that new builds are not keeping within
the character of the area especially on major roads,
for example in Sorrento we have many new builds
which are just boxes and not keeping within the street
scape of the fishing cottage styles and also the use
of the land it seems we have to build fence to fence
and not consider any vegetation if it is vegetation it
seems to be pine trees or cypresses which are highly
flammable and not indigence to the area, also more
green belts are required we seem to be getting less
and less parks.
The use of building materials should have to have
a certain percentage which is fire retardant, also
taken into consideration should be the height and the
shadow effect on neighbouring properties.
I hope these points can be absorbed into the
character study of our wonderful Mornington
Peninsula.

Design Guidelines are
designed for future
development.
The zone and relevant
overlays control height.
ResCode takes shadowing
ino account. Building Code
requires specific materials
based on bush fire risk.
No changes required.

Shire

n.a.

No more ugly development like Booker Rise and
more environment protection. We need to keep the
peninsula a beautiful place for all, including tourism.

Acknowledged.

Somers

n.a.

Interested in the planning of future developments

None required.
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Township/
Region
Southern
Peninsula

Character
Area/
Overlay
n.a.

Submission
Suggests the following groupings of neighbourhood:
- coastal neighbourhood of Port Phillip Bay;
- coastal neighbourhood of Bass Strait abutting the
Mornington Peninsula National Park;
- inland lagoons and swamp neighbourhoods;
- parks and gardens and reserves including the
freeway reserve neighbourhoods;
- township neighbourhoods;
- main roads and local street neighbourhoods with
distinctive character;
- heritage character defining neighbourhoods;
- subdivisions or roads with distinctive patterns
neighbourhoods.
See submission for details on these suggested
neighbourhood areas.

Response from the
Project Team
• Review the coastal
neighbourhood of Port
Phillip Bay – consider
updating the Preferred
Character Statement and
key attributes of BC1 to
include shared views to the
bay for developments along
ridgelines.
Review the coastal
neighbourhood of Port
Phillip Bay – consider
updating the Preferred
Character Statement and
key attributes of BC1 to
include shared views to the
bay for developments along
ridgelines.
• Review the coastal
neighbourhood of Bass
Strait abutting the
Mornington Peninsula
National Park – consider
changing from BC1 to BC2.
• No change to other
areas. The Neighbourhood
Character Study does not
seek to apply character
areas on a dwelling by
dwelling or street by street
basis. The character
areas are a result of the
cumulative impact of all
dwellings and streetscapes
that are considered to
contribute to an overall,
cohesive neighbourhood
character precinct. In
addition, the Study does
not consider ‘township
neighbourhoods’ as they
are predominantly within
the commercial zone, i.e.
outside the study area. It is
also not about conserving
heritage buildings and
precincts.

Shire

n.a.

In the last eight years the character of Mornington
has changed rapidly. Now overcrowded, heavy traffic,
problem parking. Blocks of flats squeezed into any
available small plot. More and more retirement
villages built. So, having destroyed what was a
delightful and charming place to live - what now?
Nothing your Housing & Settlement Strategy can do
will resolve this - already the town and environment is
destroyed. Well done Shire.
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Acknowledged.
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Township/
Region
Southern
Peninsula

72

Character
Area/
Overlay
n.a.

Response from the
Project Team

Submission
(1) How will the implementation of character
statement for areas strengthen planning provisions if
they are not enforceable or recognised at VCAT (p. 8).
(2) What happens after the guidelines are finalised in
September 2019?
(3) Will the September 2019 date for incorporation of
the document into the MPS Planning Scheme be met
as the programme is a month behind at this stage?
(4) We would like to ask the Shire what they plan
to do with the Study once completed, how it will be
implemented and when, and how it will help to protect
the unique qualities of the Nepean Peninsula?

(1) It is mandatory to give
PCS consideration when
they are amended into
the Planning Scheme. No
changes required.
(2) The final report will
be presented to Council
for adoption in October
2019. Following that, Ethos
will commence drafting
the planning scheme
amendment documentation
to incorporate the key
sections of the report into
the planning scheme.
(3) September 2019 is
not the date when the
document is incorporated
into the planning scheme.
It is the date when the
report is finalised. The
incorporation of the
document into the planning
scheme is a lengthy process
which will commence in
November 2019.
(4) Once the Study is
completed, the Shire will
commence the planning
scheme amendment
process to incorporate the
document into the planning
scheme. This should
begin in November 2019.
The amendment process
could take as long as 18
months and will include an
exhibition period for public
comment followed by a
panel hearing at which all
submissions will be reviewed
and debated. When and
if the Minister approves
the amendment, planners
and developers will have to
consider the neighbourhood
character statements and
requirements in the scheme.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Shire

n.a.

Submission

Response from the
Project Team

We express our interest in this draft character study
and respectfully request to be kept informed of the
outcomes of the community consultation process...
We accept that the draft Neighbourhood Character
Study seeks to identify and protect the unique and
valued characteristics of residential acreas across
the Peninsula. Upon review of the documentation
however, it is our position that the boundaries
identified do not accurately define the characteristics
of specific individual areas.
We look forward to being involved in the next phase of
the process.

Summary of changes will be
input into the Consultation
Summary Report.
No changes required.

n.a.

n.a.

Submitted materials that concern a personal legal
claim against the Shire in the recent past.

None required.

Rosebud

n.a.

(1) Buildings: I would like to see buildings restricted to
2 storeys only. This ensures a more humanly relatable
environment.
(2) One of the most lovely aspects of this Shire is
where there are streets which have retained native
bush along the sides of the roads. And yet I see
developers taking out all they can, though clearly
required to leave the biggest trees alone. Anything
smaller is bulldozed. Habitat is mostly lost.
(3) I would love to regain peace at the beach in
summer. Can we completely ban those jetskis? And
they take off right near Rosebud Pier next to children!
(4) To retain as much indigenous vegetation as
possible, as a priority.
(5) Nice that Council office at Rosebud has posters
up for NAIDOC week. I would like to know more of
the local indigenous culture. Maybe Council works
with this? Can there be widespread publicity and
Council involvement for events, etc. that encourage
community?

(1) Neighbourhood
Character Study does not
look to rezone areas - Refer
to Proposed HSS
(2) Shire Compliance Issue
(3) Enquiry forwarded to
relevant shire officer.
(4) This is picked up in
various Character Area
Design Guidelines.
(5) Enquiry forwarded to
relevant shire oficer.
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No changes required.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Shire

n.a.

Key comments:
(1) Unless the study results in changes to the MSS and
Overlays, then the expensive cost of the study and
report is a complete waste of time.
(2) At the recent and previous VCAT hearings an
issue has been the conflict between Neighbourhood
Character and other statements/requirements in the
Planning Scheme. The whole Planning Scheme needs
to be thoroughly reviewed to ensure any possible
conflict is removed.
(3) The controls on removal of vegetation need to be
improved.
(4) Enforcement.
(5) The conflict with bushfire prevention and retention
of neighbourhood character needs to be addressed.
(6) More emphasis is needed on "sharing" of view lines.
(7) Council needs to find a way of getting the Minister
on-side with the (a) HSS and Amendment C219; and
(b) this NCS.

Acknowledged.

McCrae

n.a.

We support the Shire's Neighbourhood Character
Study and the report by Ethos Urban. We look
forward to the Council addressing the report and
Neighbourhood Character being urgently given
greater importance in the Planning Scheme and as a
reult also at VCAT.

Thanks for the support.

Mount
Martha

n.a.

(1) Insufficient recognition of the importance of
protecting road reserve vegetation.
(2) Insufficient recognition of the special character
elements & protection of open recreational space &
significant public reserves including surrounds."

1. Public Realm vegetation is
reflected in the PCS.
2. Out of project scope

Response from the
Project Team

Submission

No changes required.

Shire

n.a.

(1) Should include biodiversity considerations:
- Biodiversity Sensitive Urban Design (BSUD);
- biodiversity represents an intrinsic and physical
character to landscape whether it be flora or fauna;
- it is the long-term protection of these biodiversity
features within townships that need to be
championed as the preferred character.

Recommend – Review
inclusion of sustainable
development in Design
Guidelines.

Shire

n.a.

Several key landscape and biodiversity features
have been overlooked, e.g. riparian zones. Should add
another Character Area - Neighbourhood Riparian
Zone (see submission for suggested preferred
character statement and design guidelines). This
character area could apply to land adjacent to
waterways, creeks and wetlands.

Character areas are
determined using multiple
key attributes, not based
solely on interfaces.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Shire

n.a.

Submission

Response from the
Project Team

(1) So many similarities in these guidelines to many
other councils, very little is specific to the Shire.
(2) Distinct lack of acknowledgement of newer
housing and development, which tend to be complete
opposite of what the guidelines are proposing.
(3) The draft report appears to be premised on the
need to ensure future developments respect and
respond to their location by reflecting the form and
siting of surrounding dwellings. This, however, is at
odds with the PPN which emphasises that respecting
character does not mean preventing change.

Design Guidelines are
designed for future
development. Character
Study does not deter
development - provides
guidelines for new
dvelopment to be in keeping
of the preferred future
character of areas.
No changes required.

Capel
Sound

n.a.

Disagrees with the HSS's recommendation to rezone
Capel Sound's GRZ into NRZ3 with a subdivision
minimum of 450sqm. Believes it will worsen the
characteristics of the Peninsula, as home owners,
developers, etc. and will hinder the potential growth
of the Peninsula to be a region where the community
can work, rest and holiday in. Believes the Shire
should encourage the replacement of old housing
stock with new ones. Instead of focusing on allotment
size, the Shire should focus on guidelines that will
actually directly protect valued characteristics
of the Peninsula such as side setbacks, front
setbacks, architecture, housing facades, vegetation,
landscaping, etc.

Submission relates more to
the HSS than the project.
Nonetheless, submitter
unwittingly admits the
importance of focusing
on various built-form
elements to protect valued
characteristics of the
Peninsula. This is exactly
what the NCS project is
about. Nonetheless, there
needs to be sufficent
area in any given lot to
facilitate the necessary
landscaping which is a
significant contributor to
the Peninsula's character.

Shoreham

n.a.

A past study undertaken by the community
association on the character of Shoreham was
submitted. The study reports the findings of a
questionnaire that was circulated around the
township's residents.

Acknowledged.
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Township/
Region
Safety
Beach

Character
Area/
Overlay
n.a.

Response from the
Project Team

Submission
(1) Disappointed about receiving notification of
the Character Study only at the exhibition stage.
Questions why no correspondence to ratepaers was
ever received until this phase of the engagement.
(2) Argues that setting up listening posts (of which
many was hampered by inclement weather) and
having 1-2 sentence comments should not constitute
a submission because if decisions affecting so many
ratepayers will be made on a sample of some 30
actual submissions, 2 interviews and 237 surveys, it
should surely be considered negligent.
(3) Doesn't believe it's fair to change the planning
restrictions at a stage when people have invested
in property in the Peninsula based on guidelines and
advice received at the time of purchase. At the very
least, Council should consider imposing any new
restrictions on property purchases after a specific
date so as to protect the interests of existing
property owners.

(1) Correspondence to
ratepayers not provided
prior to the exhibition phase
because the draft report
was not available for public
comment.
(2) Council has no control
over acts of nature. While
the inclement weather
affected the number
of people attending the
listening posts, Council
received numerous
feedback from the two
interview sessions with
multiple community groups
as well as the surveys which
targeted the general public,
community groups and
planning scheme users (e.g.
planning consultants).
(3) The neighbourhood
character provisions do not
prohibit development and
are yet to be incorporated
into the planning scheme.

St Andrews
Beach

n.a.

(1) Should always refer vegetation in the Nepean end
of the Shire as 'indigenous vegetation' rather than
'native vegetation' to ensure that planting is correct
to the area and not just any Australian native which
don't thrive in coastal environments and detract from
natural character.
(2) Potential conflict if setbacks for garages are
required at dwelling facade when dwelling is set back
far on a deep block leading to excessive vegetation
removal for longer driveways. Better to consider
case-by-case.

1. Recommend - Review
vegetation language
2. For Council officer to
review upon application

St Andrews
Beach

n.a.

Background Report:
- p. 369, the St Andrews Beach section under the
outcomes from recent consultation incorrectly refers
to Safety Beach concerns. Rewrite with correct
concerns for St Andrews Beach and show us when
rectified.
- pp. 24-28: incorrect headings on table - second
column Concerns/Threats should be Aspirations.

Recommend - Will review.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Shire

n.a.

Submission

Response from the
Project Team

Undefined terms and phrases used to describe
vegetation. Needs to be linked to EVC-specific
indigenous vegetation. Better to use phrases like
"vegetation indigenous to the local EVC". Refer to the
Shire's State of Biodiversity Report.

This is too detailed for the
design guidelines.
No changes required.

Shire

n.a.

Applauds Council for the strategic work but wants
Council to be conscious as to not limit opportunity for
architectural creativity or market evolution through
rigid policy or objectives. Would like to see the DDOs
revised as appropriate to respond to the objectives
sought through the proposed Neighbourhood
Character policy - particularly when considering
matters of height, setbacks, fencing and external
materiality.

The Study has no
recommendations that
relate to the existing DDOs,
which will remain as they
are.

Crib Point

n.a.

(1) NRZ is now applied to the Creswell Street exindustrial area. The NRZ is appropriate as a future
zoning for other residential areas of Crib Point and
should be included in the list of zones.
(2) An overly complicated system of neighbourhood
character precincts with six of these located in the
small area of Crib Point has been proposed. This is
unnecessary and contributes towards the confusing
and complex planning regime without any effective
outcomes. GR1 and GR2 should be combined into just
one typology which effectively typifies the general
character of Crib Point.
(3) The Creswell Street area is proposed as a
BR1. However, the NRZ is more appropriately
characterised as a GR typology based on the
minimum subdivision size of 650sqm and the 7.5m
minimum front setback. The GR designation would
be consistent with the neighbourhood character of
the abutting and surrounding area and the key design
framework requirements adopted recently with the
NRZ zoning.

1. All residential zones were
included in the study.
2. Character areas were
identified due to differences
in key character attributes.
3. The key attributes of this
area are consistent with
BR1.
No changes required.

Mount Eliza

n.a.

Has concerns about:
- Excessively loud music/noise from residential
neighbourhours.
- Excessive destruction/removal of vegetation, e.g.
healthy trees.
- Duck/wildlife welfare.
- Growing crime rate.
- Excessive speed on roads - install road speed
humps.

Enquiry forwarded to
relevant Shire officers.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Shire

Submission

Response from the
Project Team

n.a.

(1) Page 40 - map colouring needs to be fixed as it’s
hard to distinguish BPA versus non-BPA areas.
(2) Remove reference to Building Act - instead refer
to the relevant clause in the planning scheme that
says MPS is not exempt from 10/30 rule.

(1) Colours have been
updated.
(2) Relevant clause (BMO)
is referred to alongside
Building Act

Southern
Peninsula

n.a.

(1) Feels the neighbourhood areas addressed in the
Study are large and suggests breaking down further
to identify a number of smaller neighbourhoods with
unique characteristics. Believes further consideration
should be given to 22 specific neighbourhoods (refer
to submission for description of each).
(2) Final NC Guidelines should be read in conjunction
with existing DDOs.

(1) The Neighbourhood
Character Study does not
seek to apply character
areas on a dwelling
by dwelling or street
by street basis. The
character areas are a
result of the cumulative
impact of all dwellings
and streetscapes that are
considered to contribute
to an overall, cohesive
neighbourhood character
precinct. However, a post
consultation review of the
area has resulted in minor
amendments to BC1 areas
in Sorrento and Blairgowrie,
as well as the addition
of BC2 character area
to better reflect varied
streetscapes.
(2) No changes are
proposed to existing DDOs.

Safety
Beach

n.a.

(1) Has concerns regarding potential collision between
cyclists and motorists along the section of Marine
Drive / The Esplanade running from Bruce Road to
Mount Martha township.
(2) Feels the section of Marine Drive from Bruce Road
to Victoria Street in Safety Beach is an absolute
disgrace due to water leakages and flooding issues of
the tunnel under the Marina entrance.
(3) Unhappy about the leash free dog area near the
former Tassels Creek - dogs barking early morning,
no time restrictions. Suggests a dog-free Sunday for
residents to enjoy the beach.

No change required:
Outside the project scope.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Shire

n.a.

(1) Takes issue with the “”ghetto”” built behind Centro
in Mornington arguing they were not for low income
first time buyers but for profit maximisation without
regard for the human scale internally and externally.
(2) Encourages the idea of replacing older housing
stock with newer ones to provide for experimental
architecture, variety in colour, shpae and form so as
to bring vibrancy to the area.
(3) Argues that occupancy limitations should be
defined by the size of the land, not the building.

No change required:
(1) Council cannot dictate
the development goals of
private interests. ResCode
exists to ensure dwellings
area constructed to liveable
standards.
(2) Council is not opposed
to replacing older housing
with new ones. However, the
built form elements need
to respect existing or the
preferred neighbourhood
character.
(3) Not practical to
determine occupancy
limits based on land size
since buildings can extend
upwards, e.g. apartments,
and accommodate many
more people.

Portsea

Overlay

Proposed SLO:
- not justified to require a permit to removel all
vegetation;
- permit requirement should be limited to vegetation
over 2m and exclude dead or diseased trees.

Proposed Draft SLO - A
permit is required to
remove, destroy or lop any
native vegetation and trees
a minimum of 5 metres
in height. - During this
next stage of the project
proposed SLO's etc. will be
reviewed.

Shire

Overlay

The proposed overlays should provide for or further
strengthen the protection of shared views using the
approach adopted in NSW.

Can only work using the
tools and mechanisms
available under the
Victorian Planning Scheme.

Southern
Peninsula

Overlay

"(1) The SLO map on p. 104 is poorly defined. E.g. is
Sorrento Settlers Cove estate excluded?
(2) SLO permit requirement for vegetation removal
needs to include a replacement policy, e.g. 3 new
indigenous plants for every 1 removed."

1. Proposed SLO's will be
reviewed - Map will be
updated to reflect any
changes
2. Recommend - Can
consider vegetation
replacement.

Submission

Response from the
Project Team

No changes required.
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Township/
Region

Character
Area/
Overlay

Sorrento

Overlay

"(1) Proposed SLO - Sorrento is not an area of high
vegetation, certainly not surrounding our property.
(2) Intention to limit impact of bushfire exemptions on
properties within BMO:
- Council should be very careful when attempting to
approach this as it would raise significant concern for
residents.
- Refer to Nillumbik Shire's Amendment C101
(abandoned) and Amendment C81 (refused) which
would limit residents' abiltiy to clear vegetation from
their properties."

1. In general Sorrento has
been identified as an area
of increased vegetation single properties are not
assessed.
2. Recommend - Can
highlight the tension
between the design
guidelines and the
vegetation removal due to
the bush fire exemptions in
the report.

Shoreham

Overlay

"(1) SLOs: In reference to vegetation removal, would
the 'new' SLO strengthen protection of vegetation? It
is not clear how this relates to the BMO. Shoreham is
within the bushfire zone.
(2) NCO vs NRS: Within the HSS, it has been noted
that GRZ be rezoned NRZ. Rezoning to NRZ will
ensure a height control of 8.5 metres. It is unclear as
to whether the NCO has state as height control in
design guidelines.
(3) There has been no mention of the Heritage
Overlay. New dwellings have been approved within the
overlay and the HO not applied.
(4) To what significance and effect will NC guidelines
and CV strategy really have?"

1. Recommend - Can
highlight the tension
between the design
guidelines and the
vegetation removal due to
the bush fire exemptions in
the report.
2. Council to provide update
on the HSS (NCO can not
vary height)
3. Council to respond to new
dwelling approvals.
4. Incorporated into zone
scahedules and or overlays
where appropriate.

Response from the
Project Team

Submission

No changes required.
Flinders

RS1

The Patterson Grove subdivision should be BC2.

This area is consistent with
RS1.
No changes required.

Rosebud

RS2

In My area, Lockhart Drive, all is good, I have very
little to complain about. My only issue is for vehicle
speed limits to be reviewed with regard to the type of
streets in the area.

Outside the project scope.

Rosebud

RS2

It's great to see that you're talking to people about
their neighbourhood . I'd like to add that I also would
like to see reduced speed limit owing to the nature of
the roadway in Lockhart Drive. This could also be as
a marked shared roadway or to have footpaths built
to reduce pedestrian hazard. However a review of
the speed limit in Lockhart, Widdop and Grenfell Way
would be welcomed by local reside.

Outside the project scope.

Mornington

RS2

I would like to suggest that the vacant land on the
corner of Bungower and Racecourse Roads be
developed into a shopping and restaurant precinct.
With all the new retirement homes and housing
development on the other 3 corners, people would be
better off being able to walk to a mini-supermarket
for provisions or walk to cafes and restaurants.
Even a gym. This may reduce the number of cars
on the road when shops become more accessible by
foot and would improve fitness and well being of the
surrounding residents.

Outside the project scope.
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5.4 Drop-in Sessions
A total of thirteen (13) Drop-in sessions were
held in different township locations across the
project study area.
The sessions were generally successful, drawing
a combined total of 550 participants. The Figure
below summarises attendance by session/
township.
As in Phase 1, the sessions were open to all
residents within the study area, and not
restricted to the town that the session was
located in. However, each session had a
tendency to draw local residents more than
residents from other townships.
A summary of participation and key issues is
identified for each Drop-in session below.
Figure 13. Attendance at drop-in sessions
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12 June 2019
Dromana
This session had a total of 19 attendees, and
was held at the Dromana Community Hall.
Key issues include:
• GR1 - Dromana; fencing heigh needs to be
higher for privacy and security due to vacant
holiday homes
• Footpaths - Dromana, McCrae, Capel Sound,
etc. should be present depending on need and

traffic.

15 June 2019
Mount Eliza
This session had a total of 68 attendees, and
was held at the Mount Eliza Community Hall.
Key issues include:
• Front fencing (privacy & security)
• Subdivision
• Vegetation
• Heights & view lines
• Lot sizes
• Footpaths
Other comments:
• Hard to read maps
• Website difficult to use/navigate
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19 June 2019

21 June 2019

Mornington

Rosebud

This session had a total of 80 attendees, and
was held at the Mornington Council Chamber.

This session had a total of 60 attendees, and
was held at the Rosebud Memorial Hall.

Key issues include:

Key issues include:

• ‘Boxy’ development

• How does the NCS relate to the Rosebud
Structure Plan - particularly for medium
density?

• Too many multi-unit developments
• Traffic caused by overdevelopment
Other comments:
• Upset about type of development going ‘up’
in Mornington
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Other comments:
• Very big focus on issues other than NCS at
this session
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22 June 2019

26 June 2019

Hastings

Sorrento

This session had a total of 40 attendees, and
was held at the Hastings Shire Office.

This session had a total of 23 attendees, and
was held at the Sorrento Community Centre.

Key issues include:

Key issues include:

• Generally supportive

• Implementation: will it be enforced?

• Areas like Skinner Pde that have evolved
to medium density not considered correct
typology

• Front fencing - want to be able to have large
solid front fences

• Tyabb airfield
• Front fencing - want privacy
• Like the idea of maintaining character,
vegetation, and setbacks

Red Hill
This session had a total of 14 attendees, and
was held at the Red Hill Mechanics Hall.

Other comments:

Key issues include:

• Some sentiment that Council had already
‘missed the boat’ with resulting out of
character development already apparent

• Bushfire - vegetation exemptions concerns

• Implementation

Rye
This session had a total of 60 attendees, and
was held at the Rye Civic Hall.
Key issues include:
• Front fencing
• Heights
• Loss of vegetation through new development
• New development impacting wildlife
Crib Point
This session had a total of 16 attendees, and
was held at the Crib Point Community House.
No key issues were identified specific to the NCS
project.
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29 June 2019

Flinders

Shoreham

This session had a total of 23 attendees, and
was held at the Flinders Civic Hall.

This session had a total of 50 attendees,
and was held at the Shoreham Old School
Community Hall.

Key issues include:
• Site coverage in CC3 - too high

Key issues include:

• Vegetation removal

• Green Wedge characer - why doesn’t this
study consider the GWZ?

• Big developments, massig not part of
Flinders character

• Recent development

Other comments:
• Cypress trees destroying vistas

Somers
This session had a total of 70 attendees, and
was held at the RW Stone Pavilion.
Key issues include:
• Tree removal
• Site coverate
• Implementation
• Building colours and materials
Other comments:
• Roads
• Footpaths

Merricks Beach
This session had a total of 27 attendees, and
was held at the Merricks Yacht Club.
Key issues include:
• Vegetation removal
• Setbacks to be kept
• Heights should be no more than 2 storeys
• Site coverage - needs to be small
Other comments:
• Cypress trees destroying vistas, not good for
tourism
• Big development in Point Leo
Mornington Peninsula NCS Consultation Summary
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6.0

SUMMARY OF
CONSULTATION
FINDINGS

6.0 Summary of of Consultation Findings

6.1

Phase 1 Overview

Common Concerns and Threats

Common Aspirations

Many participants are concerned that the
character of their local areas changing due to
development pressures and new residents to
the area. Threats to character are consistent
between many areas within the Mornington
Peninsula, with many participants agreeing that
the following were concerns or threats to local
character:

Interestingly, many participants refer to past
or current characteristics as the preferred
neighbourhood character in their area. This
includes things such as native vegetation and
the modest built form of dwellings, all of which
contribute to an overarching coastal or rural
identity.

• Inappropriate design and development
• Excessive removal of vegetation
• Solid fencing
• Large building footprints and boundary-toboundary development
The most common character elements that
these related to included:
• Built height and form
• Gardens and landscaping

Things that people would like to see more of
include vegetation planting and replacement of
lost vegetation, as well as features that were
once predominant in an area such as minimal
fencing or unsealed roads to be maintained.
The most common character elements that
these related to included:
• Gardens and landscaping
• Existing character
• Fencing

• Public realm
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6.2 Phase 1 Summaries by
Township
The following table identifies the concerns/
threats and aspirations for neighbourhood
character that each area identified in Phase 1 of
consultation.
It is noted that Arthurs Seat and Tootgarook
are not included in the table as there was
insufficient data provided to undertake an
analysis of the responses given.
Table 13 – Analysis of township responses

CHARACTER
ELEMENT

CONCERN OR THREAT

ASPIRATION

BAXTER
Building height
and form

• Threat of inappropriate development
and design

Gardens and
landscaping

• Poor maintenance (houses and street
trees)

• More trees, and protection of
vegetation

BLAIRGOWRIE
Gardens and
landscaping

• Excessive removal of vegetation

Front fencing

• Large, solid fencing

• Minimal fencing

Building height
and form

• Threat of inappropriate development
and design

• Retain bush character and trees

-- “Too many new homes occupying
large amounts of lot area”

-- “I like the Tea Tree setting”

• Retain unmade roads

Public realm
CAPE SCHANCK
Public realm

• Poor accessibility (footpaths)

Building height
and form

• Threat of inappropriate development
and design

• Good quality design and
architecture

Gardens and
landscaping

• More trees, and protection of
vegetation

Existing
character

• Retain rural coastal character
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CHARACTER
ELEMENT

CONCERN OR THREAT

ASPIRATION

• Excessive removal of vegetation

• Retain and encourage native
vegetation

CAPEL SOUND
Gardens and
landscaping

-- “People are removing native
vegetation from nature strips”

-- “There is native vegetation
on the side of roads”
• Retain coastal character

Existing
character
DROMANA
Public realm

Built height and
form

• Lack of footpaths vs. more footpaths

• More footpaths

• Excessive on-street parking in local
streets

• Retain footpaths

• Boxy units, and other development
that aren’t in character with
surroundings

• New development to continue to
stay in character

• Visually bulky new developments
• Threat of overdevelopment
Existing
character

• Materiality of houses that
matched the landscape/
vegetation

• Old houses that aren’t maintained
• More street trees

Gardens and
landscaping
MCCRAE
Public realm

• More units resulting in too much onstreet parking

Gardens and
landscaping

• Excessive tree removal

Built height and
form

-- “Total clearing of blocks when a
new development is proposed”
• Threat of inappropriate development
and design

• More trees (public and private
realm)
• Tidy private gardens
• Low rise buildings

Fencing

• Limited fencing

Existing
character

• Retain coastal character

MORNINGTON
Built height and
form

• Threat of taller buildings, particularly
along Main Street
• Too many housing developments

Public Realm

• Lack of footpaths vs. more footpaths

Gardens and
landscaping

• Lack of vegetation and landscaping in
new developments
• Excessive tree removal – no
replacement plantings

Existing
character
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• More tree plantings (public and
private realm)
-- “Gardens are carefully
landscaped with floral
vegetation and tree plantings”
• Retain the village feel, particularly
of Main Street
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CHARACTER
ELEMENT

CONCERN OR THREAT

ASPIRATION

MOUNT ELIZA
Public realm

• Lack of footpaths vs. more footpaths
-- “Not enough footpaths for
people with walking difficulties”
• Poor accessibility in residential areas

Gardens and
landscaping

• Excessive removal of vegetation
-- “Moonscaping of land to
build overbearing homes”

• More native vegetation
-- “We like the absence of
‘manicured suburbia’”
• Tree-lined street need to be
maintained
• Retain bushland character and
village feel

Existing
character
Fencing

• High, solid fencing

• Minimal fencing
-- “Low or no fencing creates
a closer community”

MOUNT MARTHA
Built height and
form

• Threat of Overdevelopment
• Threat of inappropriate development
and design
-- “The unobtrusive built form of
dwellings - this is under threat”

Gardens and
landscaping

• Excessive removal of vegetation

• Streetscapes to be maintained

• Lack of maintenance (housing, street
trees)
• Village character to be retained

Existing
character
PORTSEA
Existing
character

• Change to character

Built height and
form

• Threat of inappropriate development
and design

• Coastal character to be
protected

-- “Too many box houses that
take up entire blocks”
Gardens and
landscaping

• Excessive removal of vegetation
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• Native vegetation to be protected
and encouraged
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CHARACTER
ELEMENT

CONCERN OR THREAT

ASPIRATION

ROSEBUD
Public realm

• Lack of footpaths vs. more footpaths
-- “Quiet streets due to no footpaths”
• Poor accessibility

Gardens and
landscaping

• Excessive removal of native vegetation • Abundance of vegetation
• Care for street trees

Existing
character

• Coastal character to be
protected

Built height and
form

• Mix of new and old houses that
all respect the neighbourhood
character

Fencing

• Little to no front fences

RYE
Built height and
form

• Overdevelopment (due to lack of
support from infrastructure)

• Multi storey if design is in
character

• Threat of inappropriate development
and design
-- “Inappropriate landscaping
like palm trees”
Public realm

• Lack of footpaths

Gardens and
landscaping

• Abundance of native vegetation

Existing
character

• Coastal character to be
protected

• Maintenance of streetscapes

-- “Has the charm of sea and
bushland where native
vegetation has been retained”
SAFETY BEACH
Public realm

• Increased traffic in local roads and lack
of parking
-- “Street parking is allowed on
both sides in a narrow street”

Existing
character

• Coastal character to be
protected

Gardens and
landscaping

• Abundance of vegetation

SOMERVILLE
Built height and
form
Existing
character
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• Threat of inappropriate development
and design
• Coastal village character to be
retained
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CHARACTER
ELEMENT

CONCERN OR THREAT

ASPIRATION

SORRENTO
Built height and
form

• Overdevelopment
• Inappropriate design and development
• Large building footprints for new
developments
-- “Blocks are overdeveloped
with large site coverage,
requiring the removal of existing
trees and vegetation”
• Abundance of native vegetation

Gardens and
landscaping

• Maintained streetscapes and
landscaping
-- “Open front yards with
no or low fencing”
• Retain unmade roads

Public realm
Existing
character

• Older buildings not being maintained

• Coastal character to be retained

ST ANDREWS BEACH
Built height and
form

• Inappropriate design and development
• Coastal character to be retained

Existing
character

Fencing

-- “Natural seaside bushland
is unique, rustic quiet feel
with roads and houses
having a village feel”
• Large, solid fencing

Gardens and
landscaping

• Enhancement and protection of
vegetation
-- “Mostly indigenous vegetation”

Public realm

• No footpaths
• Retain unmade roads
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6.3 Phase 2 Overview
An extensive review of feedback collected for
Phase 2 can be categorised into the following
themes:
1. Support for the project
2. Built form
3. Vegetation
4. Landscape
5. Private-public interface
6. Public realm
7. Neighbourhood Character Boundaries
8. Planning Overlays
9. Other comments
Each theme is summarised below.

-- “We support the Shire’s Neighbourhood
Character Study and the report by
Ethos Urban. We look forward to the
Council addressing the report and
Neighbourhood Character being urgently
given greater importance in the Planning
Scheme and as a result also at VCAT.”
Built Form
Many submitters have consistently expressed
their dislike for wall-to-wall developments,
high-density developments and developments
that exceed two storeys. Some even prefer
developments to be no more than single storeys.

-- “Encouraged by character study for
Flinders. Unique coastal character,
low fencing (important), low rise
[development]. Please enforce
and protect. Good work.”

Regarding side setbacks, many have
commented that the distances recommended
in the design guidelines are not large enough to
facilitate meaningful landscaping particularly
in areas characterised by bushy vegetation.
Some also feel that they are not enough to
provide privacy and support shared viewlines.
Nonetheless, a few submitters argue that the
distances may be too large for small-width lots
thereby compromising the ability to position the
garage in a way that meets the guidelines.

-- “I support the neighbourhood character
plans for many reasons. I feel my area
has lost its relaxed coastal feel with many
extensions and new homes being quite
boxey and in no way in character with
the undulating slopes of Arthurs Seat…
I support the idea of housing being built
to conform to the slope of the land, use
of flat colourbond roofing rather than
pitched tiled roofs which would ensure
shared views and increase aesthetics.”

Regarding site coverage and permeability,
some feel that the requirements could be more
stringent particularly in areas that have a rural
and natural characteristic. However, submitters
who own properties for investment purposes
feel that the requirements are too restrictive.
The issue of permeability also relates to
driveways with some submitters arguing that
permeable driveways are problematic during
heavy storms especially if the topography is not
flat.

Support for the Project
Several submitters have expressed their strong
support for the project:
• Example quotes:

-- “I think the reports characterise Merricks
Beach very well. I believe we need
Strategic overlays and Design Overlays to
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protect the village from overdevelopment
into the future and the report contains
some excellent proposals in this regard.”
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Vegetation
Vegetation is an issue that has attracted a lot
of comments. The predominant feedback is that
vegetation is an integral element of the Shire’s
landscape but is gradually diminishing due to
overdevelopment and excessive clearance.
While many submitters support the vegetation
and landscaping provisions in the design
guidelines, they are concerned that the 5m x
5m space might not be enough to support a
large canopy tree. Related to this point is the
need to consider root depths and root systems.
Interestingly, there are several submitters who
oppose the front canopy tree requirement,
particularly native ones like gum trees, citing
their potential to cause foundational damage to
the dwelling.
There is feedback that the landscaping plan
requirement needs to be supplemented by
a set of landscaping guidelines that contain
a Council-approved list of tree species and
other vegetation, both native and indigenous,
to guide their preparation. Some submitters
have pointed out that numerous terms and
phrases have been used to describe vegetation
without having defined what they mean. They
suggest that references to vegetation need to
be linked to Ecological Vegetation Class (EVC)
specific indigenous vegetation, and that it
would be better to use phrases like “vegetation
indigenous to the local EVC”.
Several submitters would like to include in
the design guidelines the need to replant a
fixed number of vegetation for each removed.
However, there are others who are concerned
about planting too much vegetation and
having them too close to the dwelling due to
bushfire risks. These submitters argue that the
guidelines’ emphasis on retaining vegetation,
particularly native ones like Moonahs which are
highly bushfire-prone, conflicts with the State
Government’s bushfire provisions which exempt
permit requirements for vegetation removal if a
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specific set of conditions are met.
Landscape
Some submitters expressed their dislike
for cut and fill developments particularly in
areas characterised by a steep or undulating
topography like Mount Martha. However, there
are those who argue that such developments
to improve a view should be permissible if it has
minimal wider landscape impacts.
There is feedback that while vegetation is
an important contributor to a landscape’s
character for areas like the Nepean end of the
Peninsula, the fact that some landscapes are
dominated by vegetation of a limited height
could make it hard for new developments to not
penetrate the existing tree canopy.
Several submitters argue that a preferred
character statement that seeks to retain public
views to the water and ensure shared views
while also support the use of vegetation to
provide screening and privacy is problematic
since viewlines may be impacted by such
vegetation.
Private-public Interface
Fences is a highly divisive issue. Submitters who
support low and permeable fences want them
for their bushy, rural, natural and open feel.
On the other hand, those who prefer high and
solid fences want them not just for privacy and
security but also as noise barriers particularly
around areas with high traffic volumes. There is
also feedback that side and rear fences should
be considered as well particularly in areas where
bushy vegetation is prevalent.
Regarding crossovers, some submitters support
the guidelines’ recommendation for only one
crossover per typical site frontage while others
argue its impracticality, citing large lots in rural
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settings tend to have larger families with more
vehicles, machinery and a much wider lot width.

Public Realm
Footpaths is another highly divisive issue. This
is a twofold debate – whether footpaths should
be present at all, and whether they should be
paved if present. Submitters who strongly
oppose the presence of footpaths tend to be in
locations with a rural setting where unsealed
roads are common. Similarly, submitters who
prefer unpaved footpaths want them for
their rural and natural feel. These tend to
be in bushy areas that are characteristically
non-suburban. On the other hand, those who
prefer paved footpaths want them for their
safety, convenience and comfort. These tend
to be in areas that have experienced relatively
significant development and population growth.
The debate about whether roads should be
sealed mirrors that of footpaths. Submitters
who prefer unsealed roads argue their
importance in contributing to the rural
and non-suburban feel in areas where such
characteristics are highly valued. On the other
hand, those who prefer sealed roads want them
for their practicality and convenience. Again,
these tend to be in areas where a relatively
significant amount of development and
population growth have occurred.
Neighbourhood Character Boundaries
Several submissions proposed changes to
the neighbourhood character boundary or
neighbourhood character type. They include:
• The area south of Melbourne Road in
Sorrento and Blairgowrie – from Bush
Coastal 1 to Bush Coastal 2 due to the
predominance of unsealed roads and absence
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of footpaths.
• The areas designated Coastal Contemporary
3 (CC3) in St Andrews Beach – from CC3 to a
Bush Coastal precinct due to the prevalence
of bushy, informal gardens rather than
medium to high levels of formal vegetation.
• The area around Peninsula Sands Bushland
Reserve in Rosebud – from Garden Court
3 to a Bush Residential precinct due to the
prevalence of bushy vegetation.
• The area around Hopetoun-Norfolk Bushland
Reserve in Mount Martha – from Garden
Court 2 to a Bush Residential precinct due to
the prevalence of bushy vegetation.
• The large site at 121-131 Hearn Road,
Mount Martha – the submitter argues
the site is large enough to have its own
neighbourhood character designation, and
that the recommended site coverage and
permeability requirements would not support
the development of large single dwellings the
demand for which the submitter believes is
relatively high for that area.
• The large site at 1501 Nepean Highway,
Mount Eliza – the submitter argues the site
appears to be an outlier west of the highway
that has the same Bush Residential 2 (BR2)
designation as the woodland area east of
the highway while the area surrounding the
site to the west is designated Garden Court
3 (GC3). The submitter believes it should
be GC3 arguing that the site coverage and
permeability requirements in the BR2 would
not support the scale of development that
has been envisioned for the site.
• The residential area between Hendersons
Road and Creswell Road, north of FrankstonFlinders Road in Bittern – from GC2 to GC3
due to the site being encumbered quite
recently by Design and Development Overlay
Schedule 23 (DDO23).
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Planning Overlays
Some submitters are concerned that the
Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO) proposed
to apply over areas where vegetation is
identified to be an important element of the
landscape’s character would override the
provisions in the existing DDO schedules where
both overlays overlap. This concern, however,
is unfounded since the overlay with the more
stringent requirement would prevail if controls
on a built form element such as site coverage or
permeability are provided in both overlays.
There is also feedback on the Neighbourhood
Character Overlay (NCO) proposed to
apply over The Avenues area in Rosebud,
among others. The feedback concerns the
recommended side setbacks – the submitter
argues that the proposed distances would not
facilitate the minimum single garage as the lots
in this area generally have very narrow widths.
It is also contended that the proposed guidelines
regarding garages are not characteristic of
this area where majority of garages are on the
boundary due to narrow lot widths.

that currently exist in the HO and DDO, the
NCO differs from the other two overlays in
several ways with an important one being the
permit requirement for demolition. Essentially,
the demolition control is intended to hold the
existing pattern of development until the
character features of the site and the new
development have been evaluated.
Other Comments
Some submitters who support the project
lament that the study might already be too late,
citing the numerous instances of development
around their neighbourhood which clearly do not
conform to the recommended design guidelines.
There is also comment that a neighbourhood
character study with recommended design
guidelines is antithetical to supporting cutting
edge global architecture design which should
be promoted in the Mornington Peninsula to
encourage sustainable, premium tourism.

Another submitter commenting on the NCO
proposed for the Ranelagh Estate in Mount
Eliza queried what the NCO can do that the
current Heritage Overlay (HO) and DDO
cannot. Not intending to duplicate controls

“Very impressed and grateful that
the issues of concern for locals have
been so thoroughly and sensitively
researched and represented.”
Mornington Peninsula NCS Consultation Summary
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6.4 Preliminary
Recommendations for the
Final NCS
While many submissions expressed support
for the project and proposed guidelines, the
key issues identified indicate that changes are
needed to the Draft NCS before the Final NCS
Report is adopted by Council.

Garden Court 3

Recommendations for changes to the Draft
NCS report are listed below by Character Area.

• Review CC3 area to the south of Mt Martha.

Garden Residential 1
• Review front fencing design guideline.
• Review inclusion of sustainable development
in Design Guidelines.
Garden Residential 2
• Review Preferred Character Statement to
be more focused i.e. reflect built form.

No changes required.
Bush Residential 1

Bush Residential 2
• Review Front Fencing Design Guidelines – in
particular lots fronting a RDZ1.
• Review language – consider rephrasing
‘steep’ topography to ‘undulating’ or ‘varying’.
• Review inclusion of site - 1501 Nepean
Highway (potential for this site to fall within
another Character Area).

• Review existing controls (DDO’s) - potential
revision to Design Guidelines.

Bush Residential 3

Garden Residential 3

Bush Coastal 1

No changes required.
Garden Residential 4
• Review site setback design responses (may
require a sub-precinct design response for
this area?)
Garden Court 1
• Review Preferred Character Statement to
reflect native/indigenous vegetation.
Garden Court 2
No changes required.
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No changes required.

• Review Preferred Character Statement to
reflect native/indigenous vegetation and
shared views to the bay for developments
along ridgelines.
• Review language - There is some concern
that the ‘generous front and side setbacks’
contained in the statement contradicts
the 1m and 2m requirements in the design
guidelines.
• Review CC3 area in St Andrews Beach,
potentially change to BC2.
• Review setback guideline – consider review of
‘medium to large’ trees.
• Review Character Area for this site (121-131
Hearn Rd, Mt Martha).
• Change area bounded by Melbourne Road,
Jarman Court, Mornington Peninsula
National Park and King Street - change this
area to BC2.
Mornington Peninsula NCS Consultation Summary

• Review BC1 areas south of Melbourne Rd
(potentially change to BC2).
• Consider addressing side fencing in key
attributes.
Bush Coastal 2
• Consider provision of trees per sqm. – to
ensure retention of bush environment on
larger lots.
Coastal Contemporary 1

General
• Highlight the tension between the design
guidelines and the vegetation removal due to
the bush fire exemptions in the report.
• Review inclusion of sustainable development
in Design Guidelines.
• Consider vegetation replacement - require
input from Council.
• Review Vegetation Guidelines for provision
of ‘native and/or indigenous’ plantings where
appropriate.

• Review side setback requirements in Design
Guidelines.
• Consider renaming all Coastal Contemporary
- ‘Bush Coastal Contemporay’.
Coastal Contemporary 2
• Review Preferred Character Statement to
reflect presence of large dwelling styles.
• Review front fencing requirements.
• Review vegetation requirements (prevalence
of non-native vegetation in the area).
Coastal Contemporary 3
• Review CC3 area, potentially change to BC2.
(St Andrews Beach).
Rural Settlement 1
No changes required.
Rural Settlement 2
No changes required.
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6.5 Final Recommendations for
the Final NCS
Following a thorough reassessment of the
issues identified for review in the preliminary
recommendations, the final changes
recommended to the draft NCS report are
listed below according to the key theme to which
they relate.

Vegetation
Recommended Change

Reason

Remove references to indigenous vegetation within the
body of the report but reference indigenous trees in the
design guidelines for the Bush Coastal and Bush Coastal
Contemporary Character Areas.

To ensure that the indigenous/native terminologies
are not being used interchangeably while recognising
the significance of indigenous trees to the character
of the Bush Coastal and Bush Coastal Contemporary
Character Areas.

Highlight the tension between the design guidelines and
the vegetation removal due to the bushfire exemptions
in the report.

The bushfire exemptions are part of the Victoria
Planning Provisions which cannot be amended by local
governments. By highlighting the tension, the Study
brings the issue to forefront and acts as an advocate to
the State Government for these exemptions to be lifted
or altered in favour of more vegetation retention and
protection.

Amend the phrase ‘locate footings outside root zone’ to
‘locate footings outside tree protection zone’.

The term ‘tree protection zone’ provides greater clarity
in guiding future developments towards retaining
existing native trees and understorey.

Fences
Recommended Change

Reason

Include side fencing requirements in the relevant Design
Guideline for applicable Character Areas.

To ensure side fencing on new developments respect
the preferred neighbourhood character where it is a key
attribute to the area’s character.
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Character Area Description
Recommended Change

Reason

Update the Preferred Character Statement and key
attributes of Bush Coastal 1 to include shared views to
the bay for developments along ridgelines.

To recognise the importance of shared views to the bay
for developments along ridgelines, e.g. properties along
the ridgeline near the Port Phillip Bay coastline in the
Southern Peninsula region.

Rename the Character Area ‘Coastal Contemporary’ to
‘Bush Coastal Contemporary’.

To recognise the presence and important contribution
of coastal native vegetation to the character of these
areas.

Update the Preferred Character Statement, key
attributes and Design Guidelines of the sub-precinct
‘Bush Coastal Contemporary 3’ to reflect the prevalence
of remnant tea trees, other coastal native shrubs and
small trees.

To recognise the significant presence of tea trees and
other vegetation in areas designated Bush Coastal
Contemporary 3 (BCC3).
The areas where the BCC3 designation applies are
in: Flinders, Mornington, Mount Eliza, Mount Martha,
Portsea, Sorrento and St Andrews Beach.

Character Area Boundaries
Recommended Change

Reason

Blairgowrie – the residential area south of Melbourne
Road. Change from Bush Coastal 1 (BC1) to Bush Coast
2 (BC2).

BC2 is a better fit due to the prevalence of unmade
roads and higher levels of vegetation.

Hastings – the residential area encumbered by the
proposed DDO27 Hastings Activity Centre. Exclude the
area from the study area.

Built form requirements are already provided in the
proposed overlay.

Mount Eliza – 1501 Nepean Highway, ‘Eden Gardens’
nursery/café. Change from Bush Residential 2 (BR2) to
Garden Court 3 (GC3).

Nearly all the BR2 area in Mount Eliza is located to the
east of Nepean Highway while the site is located to the
west and surrounded by GC3.

Rosebud – the residential area encumbered by the
proposed DDO26 Rosebud Activity Centre. Exclude the
area from the study area.

Built form requirements are already provided in the
proposed overlay.

Rosebud – the residential area bounded by Mount
Arthur Road, First Avenue, Eastbourne Road and Spray
Street. Change from Garden Residential 2 (GR2) to
Garden Residential 4 (GR4).

The area is reassessed and deemed to fit the GR4
better due to the prevalence of older housing stock
from the post war and early modern architectural eras,
as well as to reflect the smaller lot sizes, ensuring that
setback requirements are appropriate.

Rosebud – the residential area bounded by Barry Street,
Spray Street, Seal Street and Jetty Road. Change from
GR4 to GR2.

The area is reassessed and deemed to fit the GR2
better due to the predominance of modern, singlestorey detached dwellings and high level of vegetation
present in both the private and public realms, as well as
the slightly larger lot sizes.

Sorrento – the residential area south of Hotham Road
and Melbourne Road. Change from BC1 to BC2.

BC2 is a better fit due to the prevalence of unmade
roads and higher levels of vegetation.

St Andrews Beach – the residential area designated
Bush Coastal 1 (BC1). Change from BC1 to BC2.

BC2 is a better fit having regard to the prevailing
architectural style, vegetation coverage, garden styles
and unmade roads.

St Andrews Beach – the low density residential area
west of the vertical line from Bass Meadows Boulevard
to the Mornington Peninsula National Park. Change
from Coastal Contemporary 3 (CC3) to BC2.

BC2 is a better fit having regard to the prevailing
architectural style, vegetation coverage, garden styles
and unmade roads.
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Planning Overlays
Recommended Change

Reason

Remove the proposed Significant Landscape Overlay
(SLO) for Garden Residential 2 (GR2) and Garden Court
2 (GC2).

An SLO is proposed for Character Areas identified as
heavily vegetated. The bushy garden setting of GR2 and
dense vegetation of GC2 are reassessed and deemed
not vegetated heavily enough to warrant the application
of the overlay.

Amend the boundary of the proposed Neighbourhood
Character Overlay (NCO) in Rosebud to apply in part to
the Garden Residential 4 (GR4) area, i.e. the northern
half.

The northern half of the precinct is considered to
exemplify the identified special character. While the
southern part is still considered to be part of the
GR4 area, it does not warrant an NCO because it has
experienced more change.

Other Considerations
There are further issues that are relevant
to neighbourhood character but are
beyond the scope of the project to provide
specific guidance. These primarily comprise
footpaths, roads and street vegetation. While
these attributes do play an integral role in
contributing to the character of an area, they
generally fall within the public realm and are
therefore beyond what the Design Guidelines
can provide for.
In other words, it is outside the scope of the
Study to nominate locations where, for example,
the footpath should be paved, or a road should
remain unsealed, or street vegetation should
be of a specific species. Nonetheless, how
these attributes matter and vary between the
Character Areas are recognised and identified
in the Preferred Character Statements and key
characteristics. The Character Statements and
key characteristics could be used by Council and
relevant stakeholders when working on these
elements through, say, the preparation of a
structure plan or footpath strategy.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: Project Collateral
PHASE 1 POSTER

Have
your say
You’re invited to have your say on the neighbourhood character guidelines
Mornington Peninsula Neighbourhood that will help protect the existing
character or provide for the transition
Character Study.
towards a preferred future character.
This project is about identifying and
At this early stage of the project,
defining the distinctive and valued
we would like to know what residents
elements of neighbourhood character
value about their town, particularly
in the Shire’s residential areas and
the character of residential areas.
developing a set of precinct-based

How to have your say
Fill out a survey:
mornpen.vic.gov.au/haveyoursay
Attend a Listening Post:
Mount Eliza 2 February, 10am – 12pm
Village Green Park surrounded by
Mount Eliza Way, Canadian Bay Road
and Ranelagh Drive.
Mornington 2 February, 2 – 4pm
Front of Australia Post, Main Street.
Dromana 6 February, 10am – 12pm
Front of NAB, corner of Nepean
Highway and Pier Street.

Rosebud 6 February, 2 – 4pm
Rosebud Beach Shopping Centre
signpost, near Woolworths.
Rye 9 February, 9 – 11am
Clock tower on the northern
end of Napier Street.
Blairgowrie 9 February, 12 – 2pm
Front of IGA X-press, corner of Wilson
Road and Point Nepean Road (service
lane).
Sorrento 9 February, 3 – 5pm
Front of Sorrento Beachside
Visitor Information Centre,
corner of George Street
and Ocean Beach Road.

For more information

5950 1010
strategic.planning.projects@mornpen.vic.gov.au
mornpen.vic.gov.au/haveyoursay
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PHASE 1 BULLETIN

Have your say:
Neighbourhood character study

You’re invited to provide your thoughts on
the Mornington Peninsula Neighbourhood
Character Study.
This project is about identifying and defining the
distinctive and valued elements of neighbourhood
character in the Shire’s residential areas and developing
a set of precinct-based neighbourhood character
guidelines that will manage and shape new
development so that it responds to its context
and contributes to a preferred future character.
Through this project a detailed assessment of the design
and character of our urban residential areas is currently
being undertaken and we would like your help in identifying
what you believe are the most important landscape and
built form characteristics of your neighbourhood.
We would love to know:
• What do you like about your neighbourhood’s character?
• What do you dislike about your
neighbourhood’s character?
• Does your area have neighbourhood
character that is unique?
• Are there any new developments which
you think are successful/unsuccessful?
For more information about this project, turn
over the flyer or visit the project webpage:
mornpen.vic.gov.au/haveyoursay

How to have your say
Fill out a survey: The best way to have your say is to
fill out a survey, which is available online via the project
webpage. Data collected will be essential in shaping
the outcomes of the project.
mornpen.vic.gov.au/haveyoursay
Surveys close on 17 February at midnight.
Attend a Listening Post: Talk to our project team
at a Listening Post at one of the following locations.
Mount Eliza – 2 February, 10am – 12pm
Village Green Park, surrounded by Mount Eliza Way,
Canadian Bay Road and Ranelagh Drive
Mornington – 2 February, 2 – 4pm
Outside Australia Post, Main Street
Dromana – 6 February, 10am – 12pm
Outside National Australia Bank, corner
of Nepean Highway and Pier Street
Rosebud – 6 February, 2 – 4pm
Rosebud Beach Shopping Centre signpost,
near Woolworths
Rye – 9 February, 9am – 11pm
Clock tower on northern end of Napier Street
Blairgowrie – 9 February, 12 – 2pm
Outside IGA X-press, corner of Wilson Road
and Point Nepean Road (service road)
Sorrento – 9 February, 3 – 5pm
Outside the Sorrento Beachside Visitor Information Centre
Stay up to date: By visiting the Have Your Say project
webpage, you can also register your interest to receive
project updates.

For more information
5950 1010
strategic.planning.projects@mornpen.vic.gov.au
mornpen.vic.gov.au/haveyoursay
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Have your say:
Neighbourhood character study
Project Study Area

• The landscape setting, including views;
• Streetscape qualities including street trees,
nature strips, footpaths, road widths;
• Private garden styles and vegetation;
• Building forms including roofs and architectural style;
• Building spacing and setbacks;
• Building materials, colours and finishes; and
• Car parking and vehicular access.

The study will focus on the residential zoned areas of the
Shire. These areas predominantly comprise the General
Residential Zone (GRZ) and Low Density Residential
Zone (LDRZ) within the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB),
but also include some small pockets of GRZ and LDRZ
land outside of the UGB.
Everyone living within these areas is encouraged to
provide feedback about the landscape and built form
characteristics of their neighbourhood they most value.

What is Neighbourhood Character?

It is important to ensure that new development within
significant areas respects and contributes to the
established character.

The neighbourhood character of an area is a combination
of characteristics including buildings, vegetation and
topography. It is the relationship between these different
characteristics that make a place, town or neighbourhood
distinctive. Accordingly, this project will examine the
following elements of each residential area:

To achieve this outcome, the Study will identify areas
subject to significant development pressure, as well as
examples of inappropriate development. With these threats
and challenges in mind, the Study will recommend a range
of design guidelines and techniques to encourage new
development to be sympathetic to its context.

Mount Eliza

Somerville

Mornington
Tyabb

Mount Martha

Port Phillip Bay
Hastings

Safety Beach
Portsea
Dromana
Sorrento

Bittern

Rosebud
Crib Point

Balnarring
Blairgowrie
Red Hill

Shoreham

Somers
Merricks

Western Port Bay

Cape Schanck

Flinders
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APPENDIX B: Phase 1 Youth Survey
Responses

AGE

SUBURB

SCHOOL

RESPONSE

8

Mornington

Mornington PS

I live nearby to friends.
My street isn’t busy so my friends and I can
play.
Lots of cats hanging around.

9

Mornington

Mornington PS

People care for other people.
There’s a milkbar near me - shops are close
Friends live close to me
People in community are friendly.

10

Mornington

Mornington PS

Its not busy.
There are nice people.
Lots of things you can access from the main
street.

11

Capel Sound

Eastbourne

I’d like to see a bigger park

11

Capel Sound

Tootgarook PS

I think Capel Sound should change back to West
Rosebud

11

Capel Sound

Tootgarook PS

I think that there should be a corner mirror so
you can see if anyone is coming.

10

Rosebud

Tootgarook PS

The reason that I like Rosebud is because the
community is nice, and I live next to the bush.

10

Rye

Tootgarook PS

I like where I live because its peaceful, calm and
the community is clean.

10

Rosebud

Tootgarook PS

I think that the parks should be bigger

10

Capel Sound

13

Somerville

FCCC, Tyabb

There are too many ants in Somerville. There is
also no 7-Eleven in Somerville the closest one
are all 15 minutes away or more.
Please get rid of the ants and put in a 7-Eleven.

12

Somerville

SSC

I like the trees and the nice houses. The people
are awesome and trees have been well taken
care of. There are a few problems though.
Some people in cars go into our street and do
burnouts and there isn’t much quiet. Besides
that my street is ok.

13

Hastings

Western Port

Build a bigger skatepark

10

Tyabb

11

Hastings

108

I like riding my bike to parks.

I don’t like how people cut down our road for a
short cut.
Hastings PS

I like the dog park near my street.
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APPENDIX C: Successful and Unsuccessful
Developments (Phase 1)

SUCCESSFUL
Pt Leo Estate

3 Seawind court

27 Carisbrooke Str.

Frankston-flinders rd, Hastings

Seaton Carew Estate

28 Grant St, Blairgowrie

6 Dana Avenue

Flinders Main Street townhouses development

Residence at William Rd extended on cnr William Rd
& Garden St, Blairgowrie

Jetty road Rosebud South.

Point Leo Winery

191 Point Nepean Rd Dromana

Pt Leos Estate

Parkview Apartments Esplanade

Peninsula Sands

Peninsula Grange retirement village

Kinfauns estate in Bittern

1/767 Esplanade

123 Palmerston Ave

Cottage at 3793 Pt Nepean Rd. Portsea

Laneway Cafe Dromana

31-33 Ozone st

Apartment buildings in main Street Flinders

355 Sandy Road

Whitehall Rd property, Flinders

Maritimio House - St Andrews Beach

Royal Street Mornington
Bungower Rd subdivision

7-11 Krynen Street

Mornington retirement villages

Point Leo Estate, Hastings-Flinders Rd, Point Leo

94 Wimbledon Avenue

57 Blair Rd Portsea

25 Roehampton Crescent, Mt Eliza

17 Ranelagh Drive Mount Eliza (Lotus)

RACV Resort at Cape Schank

27 Grant St, Blairgowrie

Sports facility Toorak College Old Mornington Road.

Port Phillip Estate, Red Hill Road, Red Hill South

The Ferrero Reserve upgrade

cnr South Road and Baroda Street rosebud

9 Watson Rd Mt Martha.

Village glen retirement village

Nairama development

‘Narbeth’ 879 Melbourne Rd Sorrento
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UNSUCCESSFUL
40 fauconshawe St.

99-101 Mather rd

8 Dana Avenue

8 Birdrock Avenue, Mt Martha

42 Landsdowne St, Blairgowrie

5 and 7 Watson Rd, Mt Martha

RACV Cape Schanck Resort

Apartments 77 Ocean Beach Rd Sorrento (former
pizza restaurant)

11 Dana Avenue

The multi-storey units in Sorrento main st.

57 Pier St

Eastbourne Road new townhouses

11 Nepean Hwy Dromana

9 Tasman Road, somers

Cape Schanck RACV resort

1 Cambridge Wynd

Cr Jetty Road and Pt Nepean Road, McCrae

83 Bass Meadows Boulevard

Green Island Road

204 Bass Meadows

units at cnr jetty road and neapean h'way

parkedge dve/wallaby rd

Main Street New Apartments

Ranelagh estate

Main Street residential multi storeys on corner Ross
Street

Stuart St and Fston Flinders Rd Tyabb

Apartment building behind Coles Main Street

209 Bass Meadows

Majority of developer built houses

65 Bass Meadows Boulevard

Barkly St multi storey high density development

3 Cambridge Wynd

18 Wimbledon Avenue Mount Eliza

8 Wattle Ave, Mt Martha

11 Tasman Road

Corner Fulton & Humphries Rd Mt Eliza

18 Wimbledon Avenue

19 Rendlesham Avenue

39A Allison Road, Mount Eliza

93 Mather Road, Mount Eliza

14a Seymour Avenue, Mt Eliza

18 Wimbledon Avenue, Mt Eliza

85 Elizabeth Ave

Arthur’s Seat Road Red Hill

179 Balnarring Beach Rd.

Dromana townhouses

Main Street Mornington developments

4 Wilson Rd, Blairgowrie
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APPENDIX D: Phase 1 Submission (Ranelagh
Estate)
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APPENDIX E: Phase 2 PolicyScape Survey

Have Your Say
Neighbourhood Character Study
Name:
Email or Postal Address:
What Township are you commenting on?

Which Character Precinct are you commenting on? (Please circle)
Bush Coastal (BC)

1

2

Bush Residential (BR)

1

2

3

Coastal Contemporary (CC)

1

2

3

Garden Court (GC)

1

2

3

Garden Residential (GR)

1

2

3

Rural Settlement (RS)

1

2

4

How well does the Preferred Character Statement for this area reflect your views? (Please circle)
Not at all
Very well
0

1

2

3

4

5

If you do not support the Preferred Character Statement for this area, why not?
[Please provide further information about how you would like the Preferred Character statement changed for this area]

Privacy statement: The information on this form is being collected by the Mornington Peninsula Shire and its authorised contractors in accordance with its Privacy Policy and the Privacy and Data
Protection Act 2014 for the purpose of community consultation and engagement. You may access personal information you have provided to the Shire and make corrections by contacting the Shire’s Privacy
Officer: privacy@mornpen.vic.gov.au. The Shire will only use this information for the purpose it was collected and may use it for a secondary, related purpose that could reasonably be expected.

Have Your Say
Neighbourhood Character Study
What is your level of support for the Neighbourhood Character Boundary for this area? (Please circle)
Do not support
Strongly support
0

1

2

3

4

5

If you do not support the Neighbourhood Character Boundary for this area, why not?
[Please provide further information about how you would like the Neighbourhood Character Boundary changed]

How well do the Design Guidelines address the key characteristics for this area? (Please circle)
Not at all
Very well
0

1

2

3

4

5

If you do not support the proposed Design Guidelines for this Character Area, why not?
[Please provide further information about how you would like the Design Guidelines changed]
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